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The ribosome is a complex macromolecule responsible for the synthesis of all proteins
in the cell. In yeast, it is made of four ribosomal RNAs and 79 proteins, asymmetrically
divided in a small and large subunit. In a growing yeast cell, more than 2000 ribosomes
are assembled every minute. The ribosome is assembled through a highly complex
process involving more than 200 trans-acting factors. Ribosome assembly begins in the
nucleolus where RNA polymerase I transcribes a long polycistronic RNA, the 35S preribosomal RNA which contains the sequences for three of the four ribosomal RNAs, as
well as spacer sequences which are transcribed and removed during assembly.
Ribosome assembly factors bind co-transcriptionally to the nascent chains of preribosomal RNA and coordinate its correct folding, modification and cleavage. While
most ribosome assembly factors have been identified, the function of numerous factors
is still unknown. The timing of their involvement in ribosome assembly has not been
characterized, limiting our understanding of their function.
To further our knowledge of this essential cellular process, we set out to characterize
the order of assembly of ribosomal assembly factors on the first half of the nascent preribosomal RNA, which forms the earliest precursors of the small subunit (Chapter II).
Moreover, using state-of-the-art cryo-electron microscopy we determined the structure

at near-atomic resolution of the earliest yet intermediate of small subunit assembly, the
small subuit processome (Chapter III). The combined insights from the structure of this
early intermediate and co-transcriptional assembly of pre-ribosomal complexes has
redefined our understanding of early ribosome assembly. The cell invests more than 70
factors into the early events of small subunit assembly, with a combined molecular
weight of more than 5 megadalton, four times the size of the mature small subunit. This
impressive number of factors form a structural blueprint for the spatial segregation and
individual maturation of the domains of the 18S. Ribosome assembly factors perform a
multitude of functions within this platform, including specific modification of the
ribosomal RNA and the concerted coordination of important RNA elements. We have
also determined a new mechanism by which cells regulate ribosome biogenesis in
response to nutritional depletion.
We finally set out characterize the timing of recruitment of assembly factors to the
second half of the 35S pre-ribosomal RNA, which leads to the formation of the earliest
large subunit precursors (Chapter IV). This has allowed us to complete a new model for
the co-transcriptional assembly of pre-ribosomal complexes. Our work has not only
provided new insights into the role of more than 100 factors of early ribosome
biogenesis but will serve as a platform for the further characterization of individual
factors, as well as the regulation of ribosome assembly.
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Chapter I – Introduction: the ribosome and its assembly

1.1 Ribosomes: Discovery, function and structure
The central dogma of molecular biology states that DNA encodes RNA, which encodes
protein. Throughout the domains of life, ribosomes are the molecules that translate the
information contained in RNA to synthesize proteins. They are large macromolecular
complexes made of both RNA and proteins, which were first discovered in the 1950s as
dense cellular particles located in the cytoplasm (Palade 1955). Ribosomes were later
identified to be ribozymes, meaning that all the catalytic activity, i.e. messenger RNA
decoding and peptide-bond formation, is performed by the RNA components of the
ribosomes (Noller et al. 1992; Ban et al. 2000; Schluenzen et al. 2000; Wimberly et al.
2000). Ribosomal proteins have a structural role in the particle.
Ribosomes are organized into 2 asymmetric subunits: the large subunit (LSU), and the
small subunit (SSU) (Fig. 1.1A). In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the large
subunit, or 60S, is made of three RNAs, the 25S, the 5.8S and the 5S, as well as 46
proteins. The small subunit, or 40S, is composed of one RNA, the 18S, and 33 proteins.
High-resolution structures of the bacterial ribosome were determined in the early 2000’s
(Clemons et al. 1999; Ban et al. 2000; Schluenzen et al. 2000; Yusupov et al. 2001;
Harms et al. 2001). Later work then revealed the architecture of eukaryotic ribosomes
(Rabl et al. 2011; Klinge et al. 2011; Ben-Shem et al. 2011) (Fig. 1.1A). The 18S RNA
was shown to be composed of 4 domains, the 5’ domain, the central and the 3’ major
and minor domain. These domains are organized to form a “body”, made of the 5’,
1

central and 3’ minor domains, and a “head”, made of the 3’ major domain (Fig. 1.1B).
Domains are kept together in part by a tertiary structure element at the core of the small
subunit: the central pseudoknot. The central pseudoknot involves base-pairing by
sequences from the 5’ end of the 18S and in the middle of the RNA. The messenger
RNA (mRNA) binds the groove between the body and the head during translation.
The 25S RNA large subunit (Fig. 1.1C) was similarly shown to be composed of 6
structural domains, I through VI. The polypeptide exit tunnel, by which nascent protein
chains exit the ribosome during translation, sits at the interface of these domains.
Meanwhile on the small-subunit facing side, a cavity allows for the presence of the
transfer RNAs (tRNAs). This cavity, which corresponds with the groove in the small
subunit, can be subdivided in 3 functional sites: the A, P and E sites (Fig. 1.1D). The A
site is where the aminoacyl tRNA enters the ribosome and where tRNA selection
occurs. The peptidyl transfer and formation of the peptidyl-tRNA then leads to
translocation, when the peptidyl-tRNA is transferred to the P site. Lastly, the uncharged
tRNA is translocated to the E site, which represents the exit site of the tRNA. Initiation
and elongation factors bind near the A site and regulate aminoacyl tRNA entry,
selection and translocation, as reviewed in (Dever et al. 2016).

2

Figure 1.1. Architecture and functional sites of the ribosome. (A) Two views of the
S. cerevisiae ribosome (PDB 4V88), the first showing the mRNA channel, and the
second, rotated by 90°. The small and large subunits are colored in orange and blue
respectively. (B) Structure of the small ribosomal subunit showing the subunit interface
and solvent-exposed views, with the characteristic “head” and “body” sections. A, P and
E site are indicated(C) Structure of the large ribosomal subunit showing the subunit
interface and solvent-exposed views. The polypeptide exit tunnel (PET), the peptidyl
transferase site (PTC), the central protuberance and the A, P and E sites are indicated.
(D) Schematic view of translation, including acyl-tRNA binding and decoding,
polypeptide formation and exit through the polypeptide exit tunnel (PET) and tRNA
dissociation.
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1.2 The eukaryotic ribosome: differences with bacteria
As many other conserved cellular structures, ribosomes have seen a dramatic increase
in complexity from bacteria to eukaryotes (Fig. 1.2). The 16S rRNA in bacteria is
homologous to the 18S rRNA, in eukaryotes, while the 23S rRNA is homologous to the
5.8S and the 25S, in yeast (28S in humans). The 5S has stayed approximately the
same size. This increase in size for the two large rRNAs is due to the emergence of
large eukaryotic expansion segments (Gerbi 1996). These large expansion segments
are located on the surface of the RNA and do not affect the main functional sites of the
ribosome (Ben-Shem et al. 2011). The segments are seemingly highly variable sites as
they have continued to expend throughout evolution: while in yeast they span 50-200
nucleotides, they have expanded to several hundred nucleotides in metazoan, and even
more so in mammalians (Anger et al. 2013; Khatter et al. 2015).
Simultaneously, new ribosomal proteins have appeared in eukaryotes and conserved
proteins have gotten more complex through evolution. While there are 20 and 33
proteins in the small and large bacterial ribosomal subunit respectively, these numbers
increase to 33 and 46 for the eukaryotic ribosome. Conserved proteins also feature new
domains and extensions sometimes spanning several tens of angstroms and
connecting distant modules in the eukaryotic ribosomes (Rabl et al. 2011; Klinge et al.
2011; Ben-Shem et al. 2011). These new elements combined account for an increase
the molecular weight of the ribosome of approximately 1 megadalton, that is from 2.1 to
3.2 MDa (Fig. 1.2B).
The emergence of these new elements can be surmised to allow, first, a great degree of
stability. The new protein elements interconnect distant regions of the ribosome thereby
5

providing a higher degree of interconnectedness. Some of these eukaryotic specific
elements also bridge small and large subunits, for instance RPL19 or ES41.
Furthermore, it has been proposed that the new eukaryotic elements assist in the
regulation of translation, such as facilitating the recruitment of translation factors to the
ribosome. Lastly, expansion segments are also suggested to have a role in ribosome
biogenesis (Ramesh and Woolford 2016). The increase of complexity of the ribosome
has been accompanied by the emergence of an elaborate assembly process. Whereas
only 20 factors are used for bacterial ribosome biogenesis, most of which are
dispensable (Shajani et al. 2011), in excess of 200 factors are required to make a
eukaryotic ribosome, 130 of which are essential (Woolford and Baserga 2013).
Furthermore, cells have a critical need for ribosome production: in growing yeast cells,
approximately 2000 ribosomes must be synthesized every minute (Warner 1999).

6

Figure 1.2. Differences between bacterial and eukaryotic ribosomes. Secondary
structure diagram adapted from (Petrov et al. 2014). (A) Side view of the E. coli
ribosome (PDB 5AFI) with the large and small subunit colored in blue and orange
respectively. Secondary structure diagrams of the small and large subunit ribosomal
RNA are also shown with 16S and 23S subdomains shown in different colors. (B)
Comparative table of RNA and protein components, and molecular weight of the
ribosome from E. coli and S. cerevisiae. (C) Same as in (A) but for the S. cerevisiae
ribosome structure (PDB 4V88) and ribosomal RNA secondary structure.
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1.3 Ribosomal RNA transcription
Ribosome assembly requires the concerted activity of all three eukaryotic RNA
polymerases (Woolford and Baserga 2013). RNA polymerase (RNAP I) is dedicated to
ribosomal RNA synthesis. RNA polymerase II (RNAP II) must transcribe the messenger
RNA encoding all ribosomal protein genes, and ribosome assembly factors. RNA
polymerase III transcribes the 5S and several small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) involved
in ribosomal RNA modification (Watkins and Bohnsack 2012). Ribosome assembly
begins with the transcription of rDNA in the nucleolus. Eukaryotic cells have 100 to 200
copies of rDNA loci, one hundred of which can be actively transcribed simultaneously.
In yeast, rDNA loci encode two genes: the pre-5S and the 35S.
RNAP I is responsible for the transcription of the 35S pre-rRNA. This polycistronic RNA
contains the 18S, 5.8S and 25S rRNAs as well as long spacers that flank the rRNA
sequences: two external transcribed spacers (ETS), the 5’ and 3’ ETS, and two internal
transcribed spacers (ITS), ITS1 and ITS2. While these spacers are not part of the
translational machinery, they have an essential role in recruiting ribosome assembly
factors during ribosome biogenesis.
RNAP I requires few factors to initiate transcription at the rDNA promoter. RNA
polymerase I is composed of 14 subunits, in contrast to the 12 subunits of RNAP II.
These additional subunits, Rpa34 and Rpa49, are homologous to the TFIIF dimer that
binds RNAP II during pre-initiation complex formation, suggesting their integration in
RNAP I is to facilitate efficient transcription initiation (Engel et al. 2013). Recent
structures of RNA polymerase I combined with biochemical data have detailed its
initiation mechanism, as reviewed in (Khatter et al. 2017). Transcription initiation first
8

requires binding of RNA polymerase I to Rrn3, which renders the enzyme transcription
competent (Engel et al. 2016; Pilsl et al. 2016) (Fig. 1.3A). The complex subsequently
binds to the 3-subunit Core Factor (CF) complex leading to promoter binding and
melting (Engel et al. 2017; Han et al. 2017; Sadian et al. 2017).
RNA polymerases I and II initiation complexes adopt strikingly different structures when
bound to open promoter DNA, with a 60° difference in promoter bend. This was
suggested to contribute to RNAP I promoter specificity, more so than sequence
recognition (Engel et al. 2017). The upstream activating factors (UAF) and the TATAbinding protein (TBP), which are also involved in RNAP II initiation, can further stimulate
transcription, but they are not required for rDNA transcription (Schneider 2012). During
elongation, RNAP I adopts a closed conformation similar to other RNA polymerases
(Neyer et al. 2016). Studies by electron tomography of actively transcribed rDNA
showed that the distance between RNAP I molecules were likely too high for intermolecular interactions (Neyer et al. 2016), contrary to what was previously proposed.
Similar to RNAP I, RNAP III has a higher number of subunits than RNAP II, 17 subunits
in total (Vannini and Cramer 2012). These additional subunits have homology to general
transcription factors and are thought to facilitate the rapid initiation of the polymerase on
its target genes. For example, the PolIII-specific heterotrimer C82-C34-C31 stabilizes
downstream elements in a manner reminiscent of TFIIE and TFIIF in RNAPl II initiation
(Hoffmann et al. 2015). RNAP III initation only relies a single transcription factor: TFIIIB,
a 3-subunit complex which has functions similar to that of the CF complex or TFIIB (Fig.
1.3B). It binds the promoter DNA to promote melting and transcription initiation
(Vorländer et al. 2018).
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Figure 1.3 Ribosomal RNA transcription by RNA polymerase I and III. (A)
Schematic view of the minimal initiation process for RNA polymerase I, involving first
Rrn3 binding, closed promoter DNA binding, and subsequent core factor complex
association and promoter melting (B) Schematic view of the minimal initiation for RNA
polymerase III, with a similar mechanism.
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1.4 Ribosomal RNA processing
Ribosome assembly requires the coordinated processing of the 35S into mature
ribosomal RNA. The 35S can undergo two main maturation pathways (Fig. 1.4). In the
main pathway, the 35S gets co-transcriptionally cleaved in the 5’ ETS at site A0 first
followed by cleavage at A1 and A2. Cleavage at the A2 leads to the separation of small
and large subunit maturation, which then proceed independently. Alternatively, the 35S
can be cleaved first at site A3 by RNase MRP (Lygerou et al. 1994) in a posttranscriptional fashion, which immediately separates large and small subunit
processing. This leads to the emergence of the 27S and 23S species for large and
small subunit precursors, respectively.
Cleavage at A0 has been shown to occur first while A2 and A1 seem to happen in a
coordinated fashion (Hughes and Ares 1991). Cleavage at the A1 site is catalyzed in
yeast, and in humans, by the PinC nuclease Utp24, also known as Fcf1 (Bleichert et al.
2006; Tomecki et al. 2015; Wells et al. 2016). Utp24 is also thought to catalyze A2
cleavage in yeast. The enzyme responsible for A0 site cleavage is unknown. The
cleavage at the A1 site defines the 5’ end of the RNA and leads to the formation of the
20S in small subunit assembly. Removal of the 5’ ETS by cleavage at A0 is followed by
its degradation which is catalyzed by the RNA exosome and its cofactor, the RNA
helicase Mtr4 (Allmang et al. 2000). The RNA exosome is a 3’ to 5’ exonuclease which
possesses two catalytic subunits, the processive nuclease Rrp44, and the distributive
nuclease Rrp6 (Mitchell et al. 1997; Wasmuth and Lima 2012; Zinder and Lima
2017).The 20S species gets further cleaved in the cytoplasm by the endonuclease
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Nob1 at the D-site, thereby defining the 3’ end of the 18S (Fatica et al. 2004). This
represents one of the last steps of small subunit assembly.
In large subunit assembly, 3’ processing of the 27S happens in two steps: the
endonuclease Rnt1 catalyzes the cleavage of a stem-loop in the 3’ ETS at site B0 (Kufel
et al. 1999). The 3’ end of the 25S is trimmed to its mature end, possibly by the
exonuclease Rex1 (Kempers-Veenstra et al. 1986). The 27SA is processed at its 5’ end
by 5’ to 3’ exonucleases, such as Rrp17, Xrn1 or Rat1, to the 5’ mature end of the 5.8S
(Henry et al. 1994; Oeffinger et al. 2004). The 5.8S exists in two similarly present
isoforms, 5.8SS and 5.8SL, which only differ in their 5’ end. This is possibly a
consequence of a lack of specificity from the 5’ to 3’ nucleases during the 5’ processing
of the 27SA.
Later in large subunit maturation, ITS2 is cleaved by the Las1 complex at the C2 site
(Gasse et al. 2015). The endonuclease Las1 cleaves in the middle of ITS2 and leaves a
2’3’ cyclic phosphate end of the 5’ side, and a 5’ phosphate of the 3’ side. The 5’ end of
the resulting 25S precursor gets processed to its mature end by the 5’ to 3’ exonuclease
Rat1. Concomitantly, the 3’ end of the 7S, which harbors the cyclic phosphate is
degraded by the RNA exosome (Mitchell et al. 1997), leaving a small unprocessed
overhang (6S pre-rRNA). Removal of this last element occurs in the cytoplasm and is
catalyzed by Ngl2 (Thomson and Tollervey 2010).
The 5S RNA is transcribed as a precursor RNA by RNA polymerase III, the pre-5S,
which possesses a 3’ tail that needs to be trimmed. This process is catalyzed by Rex1,
the same enzyme involved in 25S and 5.8S 3’ end processing (van Hoof 2000). It is
currently unknown how this process is regulated.
12

Figure 1.4. Pre-rRNA processing in ribosome assembly. Schematic view of the two
main RNA processing pathways for the 35S involving either A2 or A3 cleavage first. 5S
processing (top right) happens separately in the nucleolus.
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1.5 Ribosome assembly: Modification of the pre-rRNA
In all domains of life, ribosomal RNA has to undergo essential chemical modification.
RNA chemical modification takes two main forms: 2’-O methylation of the ribose moiety
of the RNA backbone, and isomerization of uridines into pseudouridines. While for many
RNAs, chemical modification is catalyzed by standalone proteins, ribosomal RNA
modifications are often catalyzed by enzymes guided by small nucleolar RNA, as
reviewed in (Watkins and Bohnsack 2012). These guide RNAs typically interact with
distinct proteins, which both stabilize the guide RNA and perform the chemical
modification. The guide RNA base pairs with the target RNA and thereby directs the
modification of the target nucleotide.
As the chemical modification of the pre-rRNA mainly consists in two types, there are,
accordingly, two broad families of snoRNA that guide the modification of the pre-rRNA:
box C/D snoRNAs and box H/ACA snoRNAs. They are named after the secondary
structure elements, which define their overall topology. Box C/D snoRNAs guide the 2’O methylation of the pre-rRNA. They interact with four proteins, Nop56 and Nop58, two
copies of fibrillarin/Nop1, the catalytic subunit, and two copies of Snu13. Structures of
the archaeal box C/D small nucleolar ribonuclear particle (snoRNP) suggest that box
C/D snoRNP can function as dimers to perform their modifying function (Fig. 1.5A).
However, whether box C/D snoRNP act as monomer or dimer to perform methylation in
eukaryotes is still debated (Bleichen et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2011).
The best-known box C/D snoRNA is the U3 snoRNA, but unlike most others, it is not
thought to guide the methylation of pre-rRNA. Rather, it has a role in the earliest stages
of small subunit biogenesis by base pairing the 5’ ETS and 18S (Beltrame and Tollervey
14

1995; Sharma and Tollervey 1999; Dutca et al. 2011; Marmier-Gourrier et al. 2011).
Another example of such snoRNA is U14, which is involved in the methylation of C414
in the 5’ domain (Liang and Fournier 1995; Morrissey and Tollervey 1997).
Similarly, box H/ACA snoRNAs catalyze the pseudouridylation of the pre-RNA and
interact with four proteins: Cbf5, Nhp2, Gar1 and Nop10. Cbf5 catalyzes the
pseudoruridylation while the other proteins stabilize the snoRNA (Fig. 1.5B). snR30 is
an example of an essential box H/ACA snoRNA, although, like U3 snoRNA, has not
been shown to direct modification of pre-rRNA. Instead, snR30 base pairs with
eukaryotic expansion segment 6 (ES6) and is required for subsequent cleavage at the
A1 and A2 site (Fayet-Lebaron et al. 2009).
However, as mentioned above, there are a few rRNA modifications that are catalyzed
by proteins directly, seemingly without requiring snoRNA guide. Three examples of such
proteins are the essential methylase Emg1, which catalyzes modification of nucleotide
U1191 in the 3’ domain (Leulliot et al. 2008), Kre33, an essential acetyltransferase that
modifies two nucleotides: 1280 and 1773, also in the 3’ domain (Sharma et al. 2015),
and the essential protein Dim1, that methylates the 3’ loop of the 18S rRNA (Lafontaine
et al. 1994).

15

Figure 1.5. Small nucleolar RNA guide chemical modification of the ribosomal
RNA. (A) Structure of the archaeal box C/D snoRNP from Pyrococcus furiosa (PDB
4BY9) forming a homodimer. The snoRNAs are bound to target RNA (B) Structural of
the archaeal box H/ACA snoRNP from Pyrococcus furiosa (PDB 3HAY) bound to its
target RNA.
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1.6 Co-transcriptional ribosome assembly: the small subunit processome
Ribosome assembly starts in the nucleolus where RNAP I transcribes the 35S. There,
ribosome assembly factors assemble co-transcriptionally on the nascent RNA chains
and coordinate the folding and processing of the pre-rRNA. This leads to the formation
of large multi-component complexes, corresponding to early precursors of the small and
large subunits.
Pre-ribosomal complexes were initially visualized as a terminal structure that forms on
nascent pre-rRNA of actively transcribed rDNA (Miller and Beatty 1969). These terminal
structures were shown to be ribosome assembly complexes (Mougey et al. 1993).
Later work then showed that these structure were early small subunit assembly
complexes containing the U3 snoRNA (Grandi et al. 2002; Dragon et al. 2002), an
essential snoRNA involved in ribosome assembly (Hughes and Ares 1991). Given the
presence of many factors essential for small subunit maturation and the absence of
large subunit assembly factors in these U3-containing complexes, they were named
small subunit (SSU) processomes.
Northern blot analysis of these particles suggested they contained a 35S pre-rRNA,
which was erroneously thought to represent “90S pre-ribosomes”, containing both small
and large subunit pre-rRNA, as had been described previously by metabolic labeling
(Trapman et al. 1975; Grandi et al. 2002). These complexes included several unknown
proteins essential in the assembly of the small subunit, which were called U three
proteins (UTP) (Dragon et al. 2002). Included in those assembly factors were large
multi-protein complexes, which could also be isolated individually: UtpA, UtpB, and
UtpC (Krogan et al. 2004).
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UtpA and UtpB are large complexes of approximately 600 and 500 kDa of molecular
weight, respectively. UtpA contains 7 subunits: Utp4, Utp5, Utp8, Utp9, Utp10, Utp15
and Utp17. Two of these, Utp17 and Utp4, are composed of two β-propeller domains.
Utp5, Utp8, Utp9 and Utp15 are all composed of one β-propeller domain with a Cterminal helical repeat. Utp10 is a long helical repeat protein with a molecular weight of
200 kDa. Similarly, UtpB is made of 6 subunits, Utp1, Utp6, Utp12, Utp13, Utp18 and
Utp21. Utp1, Utp12, Utp13 and Utp21 are double β-propeller proteins with a C-terminal
helical repeat. Utp6 is a helical repeat protein while Utp18 contains a β-propeller domain
flanked by N- and C- terminal extensions.
The U3 snoRNA is a box C/D snoRNA interacting with box C/D proteins Nop56, Nop58,
Nop1 and Snu13 (Jansen et al. 1993; Lafontaine and Tollervey 2000) and a U3 specific
chaperone, Rrp9 (Venema et al. 2000). Four segments of the U3 snoRNA were shown
to base pair with the pre-ribosomal RNA: the 3’ and 5’ hinges base-pair with the 5’
external transcribed spacer (5’ ETS) whereas box A and A’ may form a duplex with
sequences of the 5’ end of the 18S (Beltrame and Tollervey 1995; Sharma and
Tollervey 1999; Marmier-Gourrier et al. 2011; Dutca et al. 2011).
UtpA, UtpB and the U3 snoRNP were proposed to be the first factors recruited to the
pre-rRNA during co-transcriptional assembly of the SSU processome (Fig. 1.6).
Depletion of UtpA component Utp17 was further shown to prevent co-precipitation of
UtpB, U3 snoRNA with small subunit precursors, while the reverse was not the case.
This strongly suggested that UtpA was the complex initiating the process followed by
UtpB and U3 snoRNP (Perez-Fernandez et al. 2007; Pérez-Fernández et al. 2011).
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Other early factors in small subunit assembly include the complex UtpC, a two-subunit
complex, Utp22 and Rrp7, which has also been shown to associate with Casein Kinase
2. Utp20, Nop14, Noc4, Enp1 and Rrp12 are helical repeat proteins that are also
involved in the early stages of small subunit assembly. U1191 in the 3’ domain (Leulliot
et al. 2008), Kre33, an essential acetyltransferase that modifies two nucleotides: 1280
and 1773, also in the 3’ domain
Several enzymes are required for early small subunit assembly. As mentioned
previously, the proteins Kre33 and Emg1 catalyze the acetylation of nucleotides 1280
and 1773, and the methylation of U1191, respectively. Bms1 is an essential bonafide
GTPase whose GTP-binding, and its interaction with its cofactorRcl1, are required for
A2 cleavage (Wegierski et al. 2001; Gelperin et al. 2001; Karbstein et al. 2005; Delprato
et al. 2014).
The helicases Dbp4, Dbp8, Has1, Rok1, Dhr1 and Dhr2 have been shown to be
essential for small subunit assembly and A1/A2 cleavage. While Dbp4 was associated
with removal of U14 snoRNA from the 5’ domain, along with its proposed interactors,
Enp2, Lcp5 and Bfr2 (Koš and Tollervey 2005; Soltanieh et al. 2015, 2014), another
DEAD–box protein, Rok1 was associated with the removal of snR30 (Martin et al. 2014;
Khoshnevis et al. 2016). Similarly, the DEAH helicase Dhr1 was shown to unwind the
U3-18S duplex, with the help of its cofactor Utp14 (Sardana et al. 2015; Zhu et al.
2016). Unlike other helicases here, Has1 is also involved in large subunit assembly but
its roles both in small and large subunit biogenesis are still unclear (Emery et al. 2004).
Finally, the PinC nuclease Utp24 is involved in A1 and A2 cleavage (Tomecki et al.
2015; Wells et al. 2016).
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Maturation of the SSU processome into pre-40S particles requires removal of the 5’
ETS. After the 5’ ETS is cleaved from the pre-18S, the RNA exosome and its cofactor
the DEAH helicase Mtr4 are responsible for the degradation of the spacer RNA, and
presumable the recycling of ribosome assembly factors (Allmang et al. 2000). This
complex is aided in its function by the RNA helicase Mtr4. Biochemical evidence has
shown that UtpB subunit Utp18 is involved in the recruitment of the Mtr4-exosome by
interacting directly with the Mtr4 arch-domain through an arch-interacting motif (AIM)
(Thoms et al. 2015).
Prior to the work described herein, the assembly and function of SSU processome
factors was poorly understood. Genetic and proteomics study had detailed the list of
proteins and snoRNA involved in those early steps of ribosome assembly but the order
of their assembly on the pre-rRNA and their specific function remained mostly unknown.
Later intermediates of small subunit assembly resemble the mature small subunit, but
how these particles have matured was still unclear.
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Figure 1.6. Co-transcriptional assembly of the small subunit processome.
Schematic view of early ribosome assembly factors binding nascent pre-rRNA as it is
being transcribed by RNA polymerase I, in the nucleolus. These include the early
complexes UtpA, UtpB and U3 snoRNP.
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1.7 Nuclear export and cytoplasmic maturation of the small subunit precursor
Prior to nuclear export, the core of pre-40S particles is almost identical to the mature
small subunit. However, these particles remain associated with several ribosome
assembly factors that protect important functional sites of the maturing small subunit.
These factors include the early factors components Enp1, Pno1 and Rrp12, as well as
later proteins such as Rio2, Ltv1, Dim1 or Tsr1, which bind the pre-40S particle in the
nucleus (Schäfer et al. 2003) (Fig. 1.7). Notably, Tsr1 is an inactive GTPase
(McCaughan et al. 2016) that has high homology to Bms1 but lacks its catalytic activity.
High-resolution structures of pre-40S particles have revealed the interactions between
some of these factors and the maturing small subunit (Heuer et al. 2017; Scaiola et al.
2018). Rio2, Tsr1 and Dim1 are located on the subunit interface of the pre-40S, near
the decoding site. Enp1 is placed on the solvent facing side, interacting with the beak
structure. A peptide of Ltv1 is bound on the solvent exposed side of Enp1. Finally, Pno1
is positioned at the end of helix 45, on the shoulder of the maturing small subunit.
Despite being bound to the particle, Nob1 is flexibly attached and not resolved in the
structures of the pre-40S.
Export of pre-40S particles to the cytoplasm has been shown to rely on multiple
overlapping pathways (Fig. 1.7). Several assembly factors such as Rio2, Ltv1, and
Pno1 have predicted nuclear export signals (NES) that can recruit the nuclear export
machinery. The main exportin in this pathway is the karyopherin Crm1/Xpo1. Crm1
typically binds NES-containing proteins and RanGTP, thereby forming a ternary
complex (Fung et al. 2015). Crm1, as any karyopherin, then interacts with the FG
nucleoporins, which leads to cargo-export (Hayama et al. 2017). Recent studies have
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shown that the small subunit assembly factor Slx9 binds RanGTP and NES-containing
protein Rio2, which cooperatively recruits Crm1. The Mex67-Mtr2 dimer, which has
been shown to be important for pre-60S export also has a role in pre-40S export (Faza
et al. 2012). It was also proposed that Rrp12 can interact with FG nucleoporins
(Oeffinger et al. 2004). With multiple proteins having the ability to interact with Xpo1 and
RanGTP, Mex67-Mtr2 or with the FG-Nucleoporins (Nups) directly, the pre-40S can use
multiple pathways to achieve nuclear export. Such redundancy in the presence of
nuclear export signals and interaction with the nuclear pore complex may help efficient
export of pre-40S subunits, given that NES-exportin interactions are notoriously weak
(Kutay and Guttinger 2005). The presence of multiple weakly binding NES may also
insure the presence of all NES containing factor for the efficient export of pre-40S, as
quality control step.
Once in the cytoplasm, pre-40S particles undergo two main last maturation steps:
association with mature 60S subunits, and cleavage at the D-site. Pre-40S particles
associate with mature 60S subunits to form 80S-like complexes (Lebaron et al. 2012;
Strunk et al. 2012). The formation of these 80S-like complexes is promoted by the
initiation factor and GTPase Fun12 (eIF5B), which binds the large ribosomal subunit as
well as the pre-40S particle. During translation, Fun12 enhances subunit joining and
Met-tRNA binding at the beginning of translation. However, here, Fun12 is involved in
the quality control of the pre-40S subunit.
Prior to subunit joining, several factors leave the pre-40S particles. Hrr25
phosphorylates Enp1 and Ltv1, leading to Ltv1 dissociation (Schäfer et al. 2006).
Mutations in the phosphorylated residues of Ltv1 prevent its dissociation and subunit
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joining (Ghalei et al. 2015). Rio2 likely also dissociates from pre-40S prior to 80S-like
complex formation, in an ATPase dependent manner (Ferreira-Cerca et al. 2012). The
mechanism by which Ltv1 dissociation is coupled to 80S-like complex formation is not
understood.
In 80S-like complexes, dissociation is dependent on the activity of the adenylate cyclase
Fap7 (Loc’h et al. 2014; Ghalei et al. 2017), the ATPase/kinase Rio1 and GTP
hydrolysis by Fun12. Fap7 has been suggested to induce pseudo-translocation of this
80S-like complex (Ghalei et al. 2017). Its departure from the complex is promoted by
ATP hydrolysis, which may also induce Dim1 dissociation. 80S-like complex separation
is promoted by Rli1 and Dom34, which are involved in mature 80S dissociation during
translation termination (Strunk et al. 2012). Complex dissociation is followed by
cleavage at the D-site. Pno1 is strategically located near the cleavage site in the pre40S structure while Nob1 is flexibly attached to the particle (Heuer et al. 2017; Scaiola
et al. 2018). This suggests that Pno1 may protect the site until the particle is mature, at
which point it either presents the substrate to Nob1, or dissociates from the particle,
leading to cleavage, and incorporation of rpS26, whose binding site is blocked by Pno1
(Ferreira-Cerca et al. 2007). Nob1, which binds ITS1 (Granneman et al. 2010) is
thought to leave with the cleaved substrate.
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Figure 1.7. Later stages of small ribosomal subunit assembly. Overview of small
subunit biogenesis from late nucleolar stage to the final cytoplasmic step. Pre-40S
particles form in the nucleus and are exported by several redundant pathways. After
several factors leave in the cytoplasm, 80S-like complexes form. Their dissociation
leads to D-site cleavage and mature small subunit formation.
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1.8 Nucleolar and nuclear maturation of the large subunit precursors
Co-transcriptional assembly of factors onto the second half of the 35S pre-rRNA lead to
the formation of the earliest large subunit precursors. After the pre-rRNA is cleaved at
sites A2 or A3, large subunit processing occurs in parallel to small subunit biogenesis.
In the nucleolus, the earliest pre-60S particles contain the 27SA RNA species, bound by
several assembly factors, including factors associated with ITS2, Cic1, Erb1, Nop7 and
Nop15 (Granneman et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2016; Kater et al. 2017; Sanghai et al. 2018)
as well as 27SA specific factors Pwp1 and Nop12 (Granneman et al. 2011; Talkish et al.
2014). There, it undergoes 3’ and 5’ processing to lead to the formation of the nucleolar
pre-60S, a 27SB containing particle which is typically characterized by the presence of
the assembly factors Nsa1 (Kressler et al. 2008). In these early stages, the 5S rRNA is
also incorporated to the pre-60S, although structures of nuclear pre-60S particles have
shown that it is in a rotated state relative to its mature structure (Wu et al. 2016).
The transition from nucleolus to nucleus is still poorly understood but is known to
require the activity of the large AAA+ protein Mdn1 (also known as Rea1/Midasin).
Mdn1, a dynein-related AAA+ protein, can bind ubiquitin-like domains through its Midas
domain and use its ATPase activity to remove factors harboring these domains, such as
the nucleolar assembly factor Ytm1, or the nuclear assembly factor Rsa4 (Ulbrich et al.
2009; Baßler et al. 2010; Raman et al. 2016). These ubiquitin-like folds can either be
added as a result of post-translational modification, i.e SUMOylation, or be inherent
parts of the polypeptide sequence of certain factors, such as Ytm1.
In the nucleus, pre-60S particles are defined by the presence of the assembly Nog2, a
putative GTPase (Saveanu et al. 2001). The structure of the Nog2 particle has revealed
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that the pre-rRNA adopts a conformation similar to that of the mature ribosome (Wu et
al. 2016), since domains of the 25S are folded in a near-mature state. However, this
particle is still heavily chaperoned by many assembly factors, mostly located on what
will become the subunit interface, which contains most of the important functional sites
of the maturing large subunit. Furthermore, the polypeptide exit tunnel, which has
already formed in this nuclear intermediate, is nonetheless plugged by an extension of
the protein Nog1 and covered by the protein Arx1, which may ensure its stabilization. At
this stage, the immature 5S remains bound by Rrs1 and Rpf2, and needs to undergo a
180-degree rotation to adopt its mature state (Leidig et al. 2014). ITS2 has not been
cleaved and processed at this stage (Wu et al. 2016).
Nuclear maturation of the pre-60S involves predominantly the rotation of the 5S rRNA
and the removal or nearby factors, as well as ITS2 processing. The remodeling of the
central protuberance, of which the 5S rRNA is the main component, is triggered by the
action of several assembly factors: the Rix1 complex, the factor Sda1 as well the AAA+
ATPase Mdn1 (Ulbrich et al. 2009; Barrio-Garcia et al. 2016). Mdn1, here is involved in
the removal of the factor Rsa4, which is located near the 5S. The structure of pre-60S
particles containing the Rix1 complex and Mdn1 revealed that the 5S rRNA had
undergone rotation to a near-mature state but that Rsa4 was still present (Barrio-Garcia
et al. 2016). This structure further showed that the binding sites of Sda1 and Rpf2 were
overlapping. It is unclear if the removal of the 5S chaperones Rpf2 and Rrs1 happens
prior to Sda1/Rix1 complex binding or as a result of it. Nonetheless, these data point to
a model of central protuberance maturation where the 5S rotates in its near mature
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state as Rpf2 and Rrs1 dissociate and Sda1, Mdn1 and the Rix1 complex bind the
nuclear pre-60S. This is followed by the ATP-driven removal of Rsa4 by Mdn1.
Interestingly, structures of nuclear pre-60S particles have shown that the remodeling of
the central protuberance can either precede (Wu et al. 2016) or succeed (Barrio-Garcia
et al. 2016) the removal of ITS2. However, mutation of Rix1 which prevent the
recruitment the Mdn1 to these particles prevented ITS2 processing (Barrio-Garcia et al.
2016). These data suggest that Mdn1 binding is required for ITS2 processing.
As described previously, removal of ITS2 involves initial cleavage at the C2 site by the
Las1 complex, which happens in the nucleus (Gasse et al. 2015). This results in the
emergence of the so-called 7S, the precursor of the 5.8S, which still requires 3’ end
processing. Nop53, an assembly factor which binds near ITS2, was shown to recruit the
helicase Mtr4, through the AIM motif (Thoms et al. 2015), like the small subunit
assembly factor Utp18. This leads to exosome recruitment and 3’ to 5’ exonucleolytic
degradation of the 3’ end of the 7S (Schuller et al. 2018). Mutations in Nop53 results in
the accumulation of ITS2-containing large subunit-like particles in the cytoplasm. These
faulty large subunits are targeted by the nonsense-mediated decay proteins (Sarkar et
al. 2017).
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1.9 Nuclear export and cytoplasmic maturation of the large subunit precursor
In contrast to small subunit assembly, nuclear export of large subunit intermediates is
directed by a specific protein: Nmd3 (Hedges et al. 2005; Ma et al. 2017; Malyutin et al.
2017). Nmd3 is an NES-containing adapter protein to the exportin Crm1 and is essential
for nuclear export of the pre-60S. The Mex67-Mtr2 dimer facilitates efficient export of
the large subunit precursor but like for small subunit export, the mechanism is unclear
(Yao et al. 2007).
Nmd3 and Nog1/Nog2 have overlapping binding sites (Wu et al. 2016; Ma et al. 2017;
Malyutin et al. 2017) on the pre-60S. Removal of Rsa4 by Mdn1 and release of Nog2, in
a GTP hydrolysis dependent manner, was shown to be important for the recruitment of
Nmd3 (Matsuo et al. 2014). Surprisingly, Nog1 was shown to be a component of Nmd3
containing particles suggesting that either Nog1 or Nmd3 may have dynamic
conformations during ribosome biogenesis, allowing for their simultaneous presence
(Kallstrom et al. 2003; Matsuo et al. 2014).
In the cytoplasm, the last stages of maturation occur. The main step is catalyzed by the
AAA+ protein Drg1, which triggers Rlp24 release and the subsequent release of nearby
factors, such as Nog1 (Pertschy et al. 2007; Kappel et al. 2012). This leads to the
recruitment of Rpl24 and Rei1, which, like Nog1, inserts an extension in the PET,
presumably to protect this important functional site, or otherwise prevent premature
protein synthesis (Greber et al. 2016). This step is followed by Arx1 release in a Hsp70
and Jjj1 dependent manner, a mechanism reminiscent of nascent protein chaperoning,
possibly suggesting that it may be a quality control step (Meyer et al. 2007).
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The last step is the removal of the exporter Nmd3 and the factor Tif6, which blocks
binding to the small subunit. The release of Nmd3 depends on the activity of the
GTPase Lsg1, which is activated by binding to H69 of the 25S, possibly signaling proper
assembly of the 25S (Hedges et al. 2005; Ma et al. 2017; Malyutin et al. 2017). Tif6 is
released through a complex mechanism involving the factor Sdo1 and the GTPase Efl1
(Lo et al. 2010; Finch et al. 2011). Efl1 has homology to the translation factor eEF2,
which induces translocation of the tRNA to the P site during translation.
A study of a human - D. Discoideum heterologous system, has revealed the structures
of Tif6 pre-60S bound by either the human Sdo1 homolog, SBDS, or both SBDS and
EFL1 (Weis et al. 2015). post-Tif6 release complex still bound by those two factors. In
these structures, Sdo1 is located in the P site, near the peptidyl transferase center, and
covers the entrance of the polypeptide exit tunnel, thereby protecting the main
functional sites of the large subunit. Efl1 binds near the canonical translational GTPase
center, which induces Tif6 release. While the timing of GTP hydrolysis is currently
unclear, it is thought that it may be coupled to dissociation of those factors. This
mechanism in reminiscent of a translocation cycle, where Sdo1 acts as a tRNA mimic
and Efl1 is the eEF2 mimic (Weis et al. 2015). This would represent a quality control
step analogous to the formation of 80S-like complexes in small subunit maturation.
Release of Tif6 leads to the formation of the mature large ribosomal subunit, which can
now bind the mature small subunit to form translation competent 80S complexes.
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Figure 1.8. Large ribosomal subunit assembly. Overview of large subunit maturation
in the nucleus and cytoplasm. After ITS2 processing by the Las1 complex and the
exosome, remodeling of the 5S RNP, and removal of nuclear factors by Mdn1, pre-60S
particles are exported to the cytoplasm, where Drg1, Lsg1 and Efl1 induce factor
dissociation and lead to the formation of the mature large subunit.
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1.10 Regulation of ribosome assembly
Given the importance of constant ribosome production in a growing cell, the biogenesis
of ribosomes is tightly regulated to account for energetic needs and nutrient availability.
Regulation of ribosome biogenesis occurs at several levels: the transcription of rRNA by
RNAP I, the transcription of ribosomal protein genes by RNAP II, and further down
during the assembly pathway (Philippi et al. 2010; Iacovella et al. 2015; Albert et al.
2016).
Nutrient availability regulates TOR activity: when nutrients are abundant, TOR is
activated and phosphorylates several downstream effectors (Albert and Hall 2015). One
indirect downstream target of TOR is RNA polymerase I, which is therefore regulated in
response to the nutrient state (Philippi et al. 2010). In response to starvation, RNAP I
can dimerize, preventing its association with the initiation factor Rrn3 and therefore
transcription (Torreira et al. 2017). It was suggested that this is partly regulated by
phosphorylation of Rrn3 (Mayer et al. 2004; Philippi et al. 2010; Torreira et al. 2017).
This elegant mechanism permits a rapid response to changing environmental factors,
while storing the enzyme. The assembly factor Rio1 is involved in the phosphorylation
of a conserved tyrosine on Rpa43, a subunit of RNAP I. This phosphorylation promotes
rDNA transcriptional repression prior to chromosome segregation, which has been
suggested to prevent double strand breaks in the DNA during mitosis (Iacovella et al.
2015). Rio1’s multiple roles in both RNA Pol I regulation and pre-40S particles might
suggest a negative feedback mechanism, the details of which are still unclear.
Casein kinase 2 (CK2) is also implicated in the regulation of ribosomal biogenesis
(Albert et al. 2016; Kos-Braun et al. 2017). UtpC, a component of the SSU processome,
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was also shown to associate with both CK2 and transcriptional factor Ifh1 (Albert et al.
2016) to form the CURI complex. Ifh1 regulates ribosomal protein gene transcription but
can be titrated off the promoters by binding to UtpC/CK2. This process is regulated by
TOR activity through its downstream effector Sch9. This process highlights the multiple
ways in which ribosome biogenesis can be regulated by the TOR pathway. Lastly, the
kinase Kns1, which regulates RNAP III transcription, also links CK2 and TOR pathways.
Kns1 is inactivated by TOR and can modulate the activity of CK2 (Sanchez-Casalongue
et al. 2015).
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Figure 1.9. The TOR pathway regulates translation and ribosome assembly. TOR
is the master regulator of ribosome biogenesis. TOR affects Kns1 and Sch9, which
regulate RNAP III transcription, RNAP II transcription of ribosomal protein genes, and
RNAP I transcription of pre-rRNA. RNAP I can be silenced by dimerization which
prevents Rrn3 association. CK2 also regulates the SSU processome component UtpC.
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1.11

Ribosome assembly and human diseases

Most genes involved in the ribosome assembly are essential and their deletion is lethal
to cells (Woolford and Baserga 2013). However, rare genetic mutations in genes
involved in ribosome biogenesis can lead to numerous developmental diseases. This
group of diseases has been named ribosomopathies (McCann and Baserga 2013;
Sondalle and Baserga 2014).
However, despite their common origin, these diseases can lead to various diseases.
Diamond Blackfan Anemia is caused by mutations in various ribosomal proteins of both
the small and large subunit and is characterized, among other symptoms, by low red
blood cell counts, craniofacial malformations and cleft palate (Choesmel et al. 2007). A
recent study has elucidated the pathogenesis of this disease (Khajuria et al. 2018)
Shwachman-Bodian-Diamond syndrome arises from mutations in a single protein,
SBDS, homologous to Sdo1 in yeast, which is involved in the late stages of large
subunit maturation (Menne et al. 2007). Symptoms include bone marrow dysfunction,
pancreatic insufficiency and skeletal abnormalities. North American Indian Childhood
Cirrhosis is caused by a single mutation in Utp4, a subunit of UtpA (Chagnon et al.
2002). A mutation in the GTPase Bms1 can lead to Aplasia cutis congenita, a skin/hair
disease (Marneros 2013). Various mutations in rpSA (rpS0 in yeast) are associated with
isolated congenital asplenia, the absence of spleen in individuals, with no other
developmental defect (Bolze et al. 2013). Dyskeratosis congenita, which can be caused
by mutations in the box H/ACA proteins, causes symptoms which mainly affect the skin
but leads to bone marrow failure. Lastly, mutations in the RNase MRP RNA gene cause
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the disease cartilage-hair hypoplasia, involving short stature, hair hypoplasia, and
predisposition to lymphomas and other cancer.
Furthermore, ribosome biogenesis is heavily upregulated in cancer cells; presumably to
account for higher needs in protein synthesis. This has led some to propose that
ribosome assembly or RNA polymerase I could represent interesting therapeutic targets
for cancer (Pelletier et al. 2017). Taken together, the number of diverse symptoms and
diseases affected by faulty or excessive ribosome biogenesis highlights the need for a
better mechanistic understanding of this process, which would provide insights into the
pathogenesis of these conditions.
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Chapter II - Small subunit processome assembly on pre-ribosomal
RNA

Early steps in ribosome biogenesis involve the co-transcriptional assembly of ribosome
assembly factors on the pre-rRNA. Our understanding of this process was limited by a
lack of techniques which could provide a temporal view of these early assembly events.
We therefore set out to design a new technique that would allow us to dissect the cotranscriptional assembly of biogenesis factors. The result of our findings were reported
in this publication (Chaker-Margot et al. 2015). Mirjam Hunziker performed all the RNA
anaylsis.
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Our initial rationale was that the expression of truncated RNA could serve as a mimic for
the process of pre-rRNA transcription (Fig. 2.1A). However, such an approach would
require a way to isolate the expressed RNA specifically. The MS2 aptamer had been
used to purify pre-ribosomal complexes (Gupta and Culver 2014), which suggested this
type of biochemical tag could be used to isolate analyzable amounts of pre-ribosomal
complexes from cells. Furthermore, RNA polymerase II based overexpression of
rDNA was previously shown to yield viable ribosomes in yeast (Nogi et al. 1991). This
suggested that the use an RNA polymerase II based promoter to overexpress our
targeted RNA would not prevent the assembly of ribosome assembly factors. Initial
efforts consisted in the co-overexpression of MS2-GFP with 5’ ETS RNA tagged at its 5’
end with 5 copies of the MS2 loops. GFP pulldown of the resulting lysate yielded an
abundance of MS2-GFP and faint amounts of other proteins, which were thought to be
contaminants (data not shown). This result was interpreted to mean that MS2-GFP was
not able to specifically recognize the RNA to sufficient amounts.
To try to improve this method, we GFP-tagged an early assembly factor, UtpA subunit
Utp10, and added the recombinant MS2 protein, tagged with an sbp tag, in large
amounts into the lysate (Fig. 2.1A). We hypothesized that Utp10 might be better able to
recognize the overexpressed RNA. We further surmised that the addition of MS2-sbp in
the lysate in large amounts would allow its binding to the overexpressed RNA.
Therefore, by pulling down the assembly factor and its associated factors, we would be
able to pulldown the target RNA, along with other endogenous ribosome biogenesis
complexes (Fig. 2.1B, Fig 2.2A). The targeted complex could then be recaptured using
the sbp tag (Fig. 2.1C).
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Figure 2.1 Purification of pre-ribosomal particles. (A) Plasmid overexpression of
aptamer tagged pre-rRNAs of different length in genetically modified yeast strains
containing a GFP-tagged ribosome assembly factor. Plasmids contain the gal1
promoter and CYC transcriptional terminator (CYC TT). Pre-rRNA domains, GFPtagged ribosome assembly factor and recombinant sbp-MS2 protein are shown in
shades of yellow, green and pink respectively. (B-D) Purification strategy using GFP
(B) and sbp (C) as sequential baits followed by biotin elution (D).
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Using the MS2 tagged 5’ ETS as a target, this approach was successful is isolating a
seemingly specific set of bands, which were not seen for the negative control (Fig.
2.2A). Protein capture with Utp10 only showed a more complex sample with several
additional higher molecular weight proteins bands (Fig. 2.2A). Changing the tagged
assembly factor to other early factors like Rrp9 or Utp1, or changing the position of the
MS2 apatamer did not change the apparent composition of the isolated complex, which
seemed to suggest the specificity of the technique (Fig. 2.2A). The overexpressed RNA
could be observed at the correct size in vivo, showing that it was stable (Fig. 2.2B).
Mass spectrometry analysis of the particles obtained by overexpressing the tagged 5’
ETS revealed the presence of a 2 megadalton particle, which in addition to UtpA,
UtpB, the U3 snoRNP and MPP10 complexes also included several other pre-90S
factors, such as Utp3, which by sequence homology with Rrp47 contains a an
exosome interaction domain (Mitchell 2010; Schuch et al. 2014) (Fig. 2.2A, 2.3).
We were initially concerned with the possibility that MS2 tags may interfere with the
normal assembly of ribosome biogenesis factor onto the pre-rRNA. To test this, we
added the MS2 tag at the 5’ end of the 35S pre-rRNA, on a plasmid carrying a
complete rDNA locus (Fig. 2.2D). The plasmid was transformed into a yeast strain
expressing all its pre-rRNA from a single plasmid. The strain expressing MS2-tagged
pre-rRNA did not show any growth defect relative to a control strain expressing
untagged pre-rRNA from the same plasmid (Fig. 2.2C). The MS2 tag at the 5´ end
o f pre-rRNA did not prevent transcription or pre-rRNA processing in vivo (Fig2.2E).

These results suggested the MS2 tag could be used to capture truncated pre-rRNAs
without interfering with the normal assembly of assembly factors on the RNA.
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Figure 2.2 A complex is formed between 26 proteins and the 5´ ETS in the
presence of the MS2 tag, which does not inhibit ribosome assembly in vivo. (A)
SDS PAGE analysis of affinity purified RNA-protein complexes with either protein
only or RNA and protein baits as indicated on the top. GFP-tagged UtpA (via Utp10),
UtpB (via Utp1) and U3 snoRNP (via Rrp9) were used as baits to purify the
complexes. Lanes 2 and 3 contain Utp10 with 3´ or 5´ tagged 5´ ETS sequences.
Positions of protein baits, and proteins that are part of the purification scheme are
indicated on the right. Corresponding mass spectrometry analysis is listed in
Supplementary Table 1. (B) Northern blot analysis for 5´ MS2-tagged 5´ ETS
transcripts shown in (A) using probes specific for the 5´ ETS (left) and the MS2
aptamer (right). Native 35S and 23S pre-rRNA intermediates are highlighted. (C)
Schematic representations of the 35S pre-rRNA transcripts that are generated from
pRDN4 (top) and pMS2x5-RDN4 (bottom). Boxes indicate positions of probes. (D)
Growth phenotypes of yeast strains expressing a single copy of untagged (L-1496) or
MS2-tagged (YSK145) rDNA. YPD plates were incubated for 1 day at 30 °C. (E)
Northern blot analysis of pre-rRNAs from strains L-1496 and YSK145 using probes
specific to the 5’ ETS (left) and the MS2 aptamer (right). The RNA analysis shown
here was the work of Mirjam Hunziker.
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Stage-specific assembly of the small subunit processome
As UtpA associates with the 5´ ETS, using longer pre-rRNA transcripts with an MS2

tag at the 3´ end guarantees that intact pre-rRNPs are purified in the two-step
protocol. The sequential addition of the four rRNA domains of the 18S rRNA (5´,
central, 3´major and 3´minor domains) and ITS1 facilitates the identification of
ribosome assembly factors as a function of rRNA folding (Fig. 2.1). This procedure
does not elucidate direct binding sites of ribosome assembly factors within rRNA
domains. Rather, the addition of folded rRNA domains and the resulting proximal
and distal structural changes within the entire particle allow new ribosome assembly
factors to bind at new sites.
High stringency was used for the analysis of ribosome assembly factors. We have
excluded ribosomal proteins from our mass spectrometry analysis, as signals of

highly abundant peptides from contaminating mature ribosomes prevent an
unambiguous assignment of ribosomal proteins to a particular stage of ribosome
assembly in our system (Tackett et al. 2005). This set of experiments was done in

duplicate. The data for the second replicate can be found in Appendix 7.1.
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Figure 2.3 Stage-specific associations of ribosome assembly factors. (A) SDSPAGE analysis of defined stages of SSU processome assembly using Utp10 as
protein bait and pre-rRNA baits with MS2 tags at the 3´ end. Identified proteins are
indicated on the right. (B) Heat-map of protein abundance as determined by mass
spectrometry and label free quantitation (iBAQ), as a function of transcript length for
ribosome assembly factors for which clear stage-specific assignments could be made.
High abundance proteins are shown in red and low abundance proteins in grey.
Proteins absent from the sample are shown as a black box. Proteins are colored in
beige (5´ ETS), green (5´ domain), light green (central domain), yellow (3´ major
domain), red (3´ minor domain) and purple (ITS1).
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The consecutive addition of structured rRNA domains of the 18S rRNA results in the
stepwise association of assembly factors forming a 6 megadalton SSU processome.
Most factors associate with a sharp transition at a particular stage, whereas a few
factors

gradually

increase

with

transcript

length,

thereby

preventing

direct

assignments (Fig. 2.3 and 2.4). In addition to the 5´ ETS associated proteins, a prerRNA transcript extending to the 5´ domain contained two helicase complexes (Dbp4
and Dbp8) of which Dbp4 is known to bind to this domain (Soltanieh et al. 2014;

Granneman et al. 2006). Lcp5, a protein containing an exosome interaction domain
(Wiederkehr et al. 1998) is also highly enriched (Fig. 2.4B). In the presence of the
central domain, H/ACA snoRNPs gradually become more abundant and known
binders of expansion segment 6 (UtpC, Rok1) and several other essential proteins
including Rrp5, Kri1, Krr1 and Utp23 associate (Lin et al. 2013; Lebaron et al. 2013)
(Fig. 2.4C). The presence of the 3´ major domain, which later forms the head
structure, results in the appearance of the essential proteins Mrd1 and Nop9
(Segerstolpe et al. 2013; Thomson et al. 2007) (Fig. 2. 4D).
The structural completion of the 18S rRNA by the 3´ minor domain recruits numerous
proteins including the large heat repeat protein Utp20, the cytosine acetyltransferase
Kre33 and the helicase Dhr1, which later separates U3 from pre-rRNA (Sardana et

al. 2015) (Fig. 2.3 and 2.4E). The final addition of ITS1 recruits the D site nuclease
Nob1 (Turowski et al. 2014) (Fig. 2.4F).
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Figure 2.4 Model for stage-specific associations of ribosome assembly factors.
(A-F) Schematic representation of mass spectrometry data showing the stepwise
assembly of pre- ribosomal particles with color-coded assembly factors. Proteins are
colored in beige (5´ ETS), green (5´ domain), light green (central domain), yellow (3´
major domain (3´M)), red (3´ minor domain (3´m)) and purple (ITS1). Predicted
exosome interactors and pre-rRNAs are shown as circles in purple and grey
respectively.
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Conclusions
By using truncated pre-rRNA transcripts we have recapitulated and arrested early
events of eukaryotic ribosome assembly. This technique has not only confirmed the
association of previously mapped ribosome assembly factors, such as UtpC (Lin et al.
2013), Mrd1 (Segerstolpe et al. 2013) and Nob1 (Turowski et al. 2014), but also
elucidated the stages at which numerous known ribosome assembly factors
associate with pre-rRNA as a function of transcription. The specificity of this system
is further underlined by the marked absence of late pre-40S factors such as Tsr1,
Rio2 or Ltv1 (Ferreira-Cerca et al. 2012).

Our method nonetheless presents certain limitations. First and foremost, the
overexpression and capture of RNA occurs over much longer time than the timespan
of the most transient interactions in ribosome biogenesis. While mass spectrometry
is sensitive enough to allow us to observe low abundance proteins, our method is
unable to capture the more dynamic aspects of ribosome assembly. Furthermore,
with new structural data of the SSU processome (Chaker-Margot et al. 2017;
Barandun et al. 2017), it has now transpired that several factors recruited here, such
as Mrd1 or Dbp4, among others, leave the particle, performing a more short-lived
role in SSU processome formation. While this may have been intuited, it was not
reflected in the mass spectrometry data. Similarly, structural data showed clearly the
presence of factors such as Fcf1 and Fcf2 in the SSU processome, but their
relatively low abundance in the mass spectrometry prevented their inclusion in the
model of the SSU processome assembly.
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Notwithstanding those caveats, our method has provided a new platform for the
study of early ribosome biogenesis. At the earliest stage we have identified the 5´
ETS particle, a complex of 26 proteins at the 5´ ETS, which has a molecular weight
of 2 megadalton if each protein is present as a single copy. The complete SSU
processome will thus have a combined molecular weight of approximately 6
megadalton, assuming 1 copy of every protein present here.
We propose a revised model for early eukaryotic ribosome assembly events, which
involves the consecutive recruitment of ribosome assembly factors on pre-rRNA
domains. Ribosome assembly factors are positioned in vicinity to the rRNA domain
that needs to be present for their association with the SSU processome, as our method
does not provide precise binding sites (Fig. 2.4). The large number of proteins being
incorporated with the completion of the 3’ minor domain may be indicative of a
conformation change in the particle relative to previous stage, which could create new
bindings site for several new ribosome assembly factors.
Protein complexes can be formed prior to their association with rRNA (UtpA, UtpB,
UtpC or U3 snoRNP) or by the sequential recruitment of proteins through different
rRNA domains, as illustrated by the Krr1-Faf1 complex (Fig. 2.4B-F). The placement
of exosome interactors within the 5´ ETS particle (Utp3) and the 5´ domain (Lcp5)
further suggests an elegant mechanism for exosome-mediated degradation of the 5´

ETS with recycling of ribosome assembly factors or degradation of aberrant pre-40S
particles.
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Chapter III - Structural characterization of the small subunit
processome

Our study of the assembly of SSU processome factors onto the pre-rRNA has revealed
the timing of association of some 75 factors and provided some insights into their
possible functions. However, many factors, which have no discernable enzymatic
activity, still have uncharacterized functions. A cryo-EM structure of the Chaetomium
thermophilum SSU processome has been obtained but the low resolution of 7.3Å,
prevented the functional interpretation of the core of this particle (Kornprobst et al.
2016). We therefore set out to obtain the cryo-EM structure of S. cerevisiae SSU
processome at a higher resolution, which would not only uncover the roles of many yet
uncharacterized factors in this intermediate, but also provide a platform for further
biochemical characterization within the model organism for the study of ribosome
biogenesis.

We were able to obtain successive structures of 5.1Å and 3.8Å of

resolution of this particle which were reported in two publications (Chaker-Margot et al.
2017; Barandun et al. 2017). This work was a joint effort by Jonas Barandun, Mirjam
Hunziker and I.
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Purification and analysis of the small subunit processome
We initially set out to determine the best purification condition to isolate the SSU
processome. Our previous work on the assembly of the SSU processome suggested
that seemingly stoichiometric SSU processome particles could be obtained from
endogenously tagged yeast, with a single capture step of the assembly factor Utp10
(Fig. 2.2A). However, preliminary efforts to reproduce this purification were not
successful in obtaining a similarly stoichiometric sample (data not shown). The main
difference between those purification was in the medium used to grow the cells.
Whereas the Utp10-single capture had been done from cells grown in synthetic medium
(Fig. 2.2A), the newer and unsuccessful purifications were from cells grown in “rich”
Yeast-peptone-dextrose (YPD) medium.
This allowed us to determine that pre-ribosomal particles accumulate in response to
nutrient starvation, which occurs when cells are grown to high optical density in minimal
medium and with a non-glucose source of carbon, e.g. galactose. This suggests that the
SSU processome may not only represent an early assembly intermediate, but can also
function as storage particle or a non-productive assembly intermediate of the small
ribosomal subunit in response to these stress conditions (Kos-Braun et al. 2017).
We therefore grew a yeast strain carrying two genomic protein tags under these
conditions to obtain sufficient amounts of stoichiometric SSU processomes for
subsequent cryo-EM studies. An early factor, UtpB subunit Utp1, and the later factor
and acetyltransferase Kre33 were determined to be ideal protein baits (data not shown).
Tandem affinity purified SSU processomes (Fig. 3.1) were analyzed by mass
spectrometry to confirm the composition of the particles (Appendix 7.2)
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Figure 3.1. Purification of the small subunit processome. (A) Schematic overview of
the tandem affinity purification procedure. SSU processomes are isolated from a yeast
strain harboring a protease cleavable GFP tag (green) on Utp1 and a streptavidin
binding protein tag (pink) on Kre33. Particles containing Utp1 are immobilized on antiGFP nanobody beads (green) and eluted by protease cleavage. The eluted particles are
subsequently further purified by incubation with streptavidin (light-pink) beads. SSU
processomes are eluted from streptavidin beads with biotin. (B) Coomassie blue stained
SDS-PAGE analysis of individual purification steps with the most prominent protein
bands labeled on the right side and the molecular weight markers indicated on the left
(M; marker).
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Mass spectrometry analysis revealed that the composition of the purified SSU
processome particles were very similar to the “ITS1” particle, as described in our study
of SSU processome assembly (Chaker-Margot et al. 2015). The main difference was
the definitive absence of several factors that were thought to be transient, like the RNA
chaperones Nop9 and Mrd1, and the helicase Dbp4. A few more factors were seen in
the analysis but were in very low abundance, comparable with large subunit assembly
factors, suggesting they may not be present in the vast majority of particles. These
included the H/ACA snoRNP proteins, and the helicase Dbp8 and its cofactor Esf2.
RNA was also extracted from pure particles to analyze the RNA species present in the
complex. Analysis of the purified SSU processome RNA revealed the presence of U3
snoRNA, 18S rRNA precursors and a 600 nucleotide 5’ ETS. Comparative northern
blotting analysis with an in vitro transcribed control RNA, showed that the 5’ ETS within
the SSU processome has been cleaved at site A0, while cleavage at site A1 has not yet
occurred in the major species of the 18S rRNA precursors (Fig. 3.2). Besides some
degree of RNA degradation, heterogeneity of the major 18S rRNA precursor species is
only observed in the 3’ ends beyond helix 44, which cannot be resolved in our cryo-EM
reconstruction (Fig. 3.2). All RNA work was performed by Mirjam Hunziker.
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Figure 3.2 Analysis of RNA components present in the SSU processome sample.
(A) Comparative analysis of SSU processome RNA and control pre-rRNA fragment (5’
ETS to nucleotide (nt) 194 of 18S rRNA). RNAs are visualized by SYBR Green II and
northern blotting with 5’ ETS, 18S and A0-A1 probes. (B) Schematic representation of
RNA species present in SSU processome sample. Northern blotting probes used in (A)
and (C) are labeled and color-coded. An imaging artifact in the SYBR Green II stained
gel (A and B) results in a color change above 4000 nt. The asterisk denotes unassigned
degradation products of the pre-rRNA. (C) Northern blot analysis of SSU processome
RNA components using 3’minor, D-A2, A2-A3, A3-5.8S and U3 snoRNA probes.
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SSU processomes were analyzed by negative stain EM to study the homogeneity of the
sample (Fig. 3.3A). The sample was mostly homogeneous and 2D classification of
36,000 particles yielded good 2D classes of a particle of the expected size (Fig 3.3B).
2D classes showed different view of the particle, which allowed us to obtain an initial
model of the SSU processome (Fig 3.3C)
Subsequently, cryo-EM was used to determine the structure of the SSU processome
(Fig. 3.3D). An initial dataset (Dataset 1) of approximately 1500 micrographs was
collected, from which 70,000 particles were picked. 2D classification of the particle
yielded classes similar to those obtained by negative stain EM, but some classes
(Fig3.3E, middle line) likely represented new views of the particle. We also observed the
presence of flexibility in the top region of the molecule in some of the classes.
After 3D classification and refinement of this first dataset, we were able to obtain a 5.1 Å
reconstruction of the SSU processome (Fig. 3.4A). At that time, another cryo-EM
reconstruction of an SSU processome, at a resolution of 7.3 Å, from the thermophilic
eukaryote Chaetomium Thermophlium, had been reported (Kornprobst et al. 2016).
While the structure had revealed the basic architecture of the complex, the low
resolution had prevented the elucidation of the structure of the 5’ ETS, and limited the
functional interpretation of this assembly intermediate.
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Figure 3.3 Negative stain and cryo-electron microscopy analysis of SSU
processome particles. (A) Sample micrograph of SSU processome particles stained
with 2% uranyl acetate collected at a magnification of 29,000x. (B) Selection of 2D class
averages generated from 36,000 manually picked particles using EMAN2 (Tang et al.
2007). (C) Initial model generated using e2initialmodel.py (Tang et al. 2007) low-pass
filtered to 60 Å. The reconstruction was generated using 11,700 selected particles. (D)
Representative micrograph collected at a magnification of 22,500x. Two particles are
circled. A scale bar is indicated at the lower right corner. (E) Selection of RELION-2 2D
class averages. Dimensions of the small subunit processome are indicated on the left
and flexible regions are highlighted with red markers.
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The cryo-EM reconstruction of the SSU processome at 5.1 Å allowed us to build an
architectural model of this early ribosome assembly intermediate (Chaker-Margot et al.
2017). The architecture of the particle was mostly similar to the C. Thermophilum
structure. The subcomplex UtpA is located at the bottom of the structure covering the
first half of the 5’ ETS as had been observed by in vivo RNA-protein crosslinking
(Hunziker et al. 2016). UtpB and the U3 snoRNP are located above UtpA on either side
of the particle, and make extensive contact with the 5’ ETS. Docking of the structural
domains of the 18S allowed us to place the 5’ domain and 3’ domain at the top and the
side of the structure respectively (Fig. 3.4). These domains are clearly separated with
respect to the mature 18S rRNA, suggesting that spatial segregation allows for separate
maturation within the SSU processome. Importantly, the 3’ domain, which later gives
rise to the head and helix 44 of the small ribosomal subunit, is largely unfolded within
the SSU processome.
These extended conformations of RNA helices are presumably used to facilitate
enzymatic access to distinct sites for subsequent covalent modifications within the RNA.
The methyltransferase Emg1, is positioned to methylate base 1191 (Meyer et al. 2011)
located in the still unfolded 3’ major domain. By contrast, the homodimeric
acetyltransferase Kre33, which is located in a solvent exposed region at the very top of
the structure, is further away from its substrates at nucleotides 1280 and 1773 within the
3’ domain (Sharma et al. 2015). While a network of ribosome assembly chaperones,
such as UtpA and UtpB, ensures the correct folding of pre-rRNA, the separation of 18S
rRNA domains during SSU processome formation allows for the later recruitment of
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enzymes (Chaker-Margot et al. 2015), such as Kre33 and Emg1, which can
subsequently covalently modify ribosomal RNA.
Between the 5’ and 3’ domains of the 18S rRNA, we also identified the GTPase Bms1
(Fig. 3.4). While the crystal structure of Rcl1 in complex with peptides of Bms1 (Delprato
et al. 2014) had been placed previously (Kornprobst et al. 2016), the structural domains
forming the bulk of the 135 kDa GTPase Bms1 had not been recognized. Bms1 is
structurally related to translational GTPases as well as the ribosome assembly factor
Tsr1 (McCaughan et al. 2016) and shares their classic four domain architecture (Fig.
3.16B) (Gelperin et al. 2001; Wegierski et al. 2001; Karbstein et al. 2005).
The Saccharomyces cerevisiae 5’ ETS base-pairs with the 3’ and 5’ hinges of U3
snoRNA, which also interact with regions of the 18S rRNA (Sharma and Tollervey
1999; Marmier-Gourrier et al. 2011; Dutca et al. 2011). However, previous secondary
structure models of the 5’ ETS had been generated failing to take into account the
additional restrains provided by the known base-pairing that occurs between the 5’ ETS
and U3 snoRNA. In contrast, we fused interacting regions of the 5’ ETS, 18S, and U3
snoRNA into a single RNA for secondary structure prediction using LocARNA-P (Will et
al. 2012). The analysis of fused 5’ ETS-18S-U3snoRNAs from yeast revealed the
architecture of these RNAs (Fig. 3.4B). The secondary structure model (Fig. 3.4B) was
in good agreement with the RNA density observed in the cryo-EM reconstruction (Fig.
3.4C-D). The 5’ ETS-U3 snoRNA form the structural blueprint for the spatial segregation
of the ribosomal RNA domains. Importantly, cleavage at site A0 does not result in the
dissociation of the 5’ ETS and its associated factors from the rest of the particle.
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Figure 3.4 Architecture of the S. Cerevisiae SSU processome and the 5’ ETS. (A)
Front and back view of the segmented cryo-EM density map. (B) Secondary structure
model of the 5' ETS (orange) and the 3' and 5' hinges of U3 snoRNA (light-blue)
generated with LocARNA-P (22). Major helices are numbered I-IX. Helix IX, which is not
observable in the EM density map, is shown in gray. A0 and A1 cleavage sites are
indicated on helix IX. Proteins found proximal to the 5’ ETS in the structure are labeled
in black. (C and D) Front (C) and back (D) views of the SSU processome. Left:
Segmented map of the complete particle with color-coded protein and RNA elements.
Center: Outline of a 10 Å low-pass filtered map with only RNAs shown in full color.
Right: Only the 5’ ETS, UtpA, UtpB and U3 snoRNP are shown.
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Lastly, we noticed that four subunits of UtpA, Utp5, Utp8, Utp9 and Utp15, as well as
Utp1, Utp12, Utp13 and Utp21 of UtpB, all contained a C-terminal tetramerization
domain. This feature, evident at the sequence as well as the structural level (Fig. 3.5),
suggested a common evolutionary origin of the CTDs of UtpA and UtpB subunits. In
contrast to UtpA, where single β-propeller containing subunits are used to form the
tetramer, tandem β-propellers are used in the context of UtpB (Fig. 3.5).
While this 5.1 Å architectural model has allowed us to understand the role of the 5’ ETS
as the organizing platform of the SSU processome, the limited resolution has prevented
the assignments of many protein elements in the structure. Several folds, such as βpropellers, helical repeats and KH-domains, could not be assigned to specific proteins,
limiting the interpretation of this structure. For that reason, we set out to improve the
resolution of the cryo-EM reconstruction of the SSU processome, both in the core of the
particle and in the peripheral areas.
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Figure 3.5 Subunits of UtpA and UtpB share an evolutionary origin. (A) Two views
of the segmented cryo-EM density map of UtpB with its subunits colored in shades of
red and color coded bound RNA elements (5’ ETS: gold, 3’ domain: green). U3 snoRNP
proteins are depicted in shades of purple, rpS28 in light-green and the U3 snoRNA in
light-blue. (B) As for (A) but with UtpA (in shades of blue). Assigned subunits (Utp4,
Utp17, Utp10) are labeled and unassigned β-propellers are labeled with β2-4.
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Additional data collection, as well as a more extensive 3D classification and refinement
strategy, enabled us to improve the resolution of the entire SSU processome to 3.8
Ångstroms (Fig. 3.6 and 3.7, Table 3.1). Improvements in the resolution came from the
additional number of particles but also from the use of MotionCor2 (Zheng et al. 2017)
for movie alignment instead of Unblur (Brilot et al. 2012), which yielded an improvement
of 0.4 A in resolution using the same set of particles (data not shown)
The core, which contains approximately 80% of the proteins present in the SSU
processome, could be refined to an overall resolution of 3.6 Ångstroms. Large regions
in the center of the particle are well resolved near 3 Ångstroms (Fig. 3.7) and clear
density can be observed for side chains and bases (Fig. 3.8). Focused classification
and refinement resulted in significantly improved maps of more peripheral areas of the
structure, such as the head region, containing the 5’ domain, or the 3’ region, containing
parts of the 3’ domain (both at 4.1 Ångstroms overall resolution) (Fig. 3.6 and 3.7, Table
3.1). These improved maps also feature clear side chain density for peripheral and
more exposed areas. In addition, RNA densities in different regions of the SSU
processome show clear separation of nucleotides (Fig. 3.8).
As previously shown, the central domain is largely flexible under the growth and
purification conditions we used to obtain SSU processomes. Extensive iterative 3D
classification has enabled us to isolate one particular conformation of this domain,
where density can be visualized at an overall resolution of 7.2 Ångstroms (Fig. 3.6 and
3.7).
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Figure 3.6 Cryo-EM data processing strategy. 10,029 micrographs were collected in
four independent sessions (Datasets 1-4) and aligned using MotionCor2 (Zheng et al.
2017) with dose weighting. Manual inspection and elimination of low quality
micrographs reduced this number to 8,406 used for particle picking in RELION-2.0
(Kimanius et al. 2016) (Autopicking and extensive manual cleanup). 3D classification
with five classes yielded 2 good classes containing 284,213 particles. Overall 3D
refinement resulted in a reconstruction at a resolution of 3.8 Å. Focused refinement was
performed for the core (3.6 Å) and the 3’ domain (4.1 Å). Focused and iterative 3D
classification using a head mask (pink dashed line) or a central domain mask improved
maps for these regions.
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Figure 3.7. Overall and local resolution estimation of all obtained cryo-EM maps.
Overall and local resolution estimation of (A) the overall map at 3.8 Å (overall map 1),
(B) the core focused map at 3.6 Å (core map), (C) the overall map with focus on the
head region at 4.1 Å (overall map 2), (D) 3’ domain and UtpA focused map at 4.1 Å (3’
domain map) and (E) the central domain focused map at 7.2 Å (central domain map).
(A-E) The left panel shows Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) curves for the unmasked
(dashed black line), phase-randomized (solid grey line), the masked (dashed grey line)
and the corrected map (solid black line). FSC curves calculated between the final model
and map (light-blue), model2 and half map 1 (FSC test; red) or half map 2 (FSC work;
yellow dashed line) are shown. An FSC value of 0.143 is indicated by a thin black line.
Three views related by a 120-degree rotation of the obtained cryo-EM map are shown
colored according to local resolution. The fourth density panel shows a slab view
visualizing the resolution in the center. Local resolution was calculated using Resmap
(Kucukelbir et al. 2014).
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Figure 3.8 Representative electron density of selected protein and RNA elements.
A) Cryo-EM density and corresponding models of selected protein segments are
shown. Labels below the density indicate the subunit and the corresponding residuerange visualized. While most elements show representative density from the core region
of the SSU processome, Utp6 is located in the periphery and Utp15 is located towards
the bottom of the particle. (B-D) Models of (B) the 5’ ETS helices IV and VI, and the A1
cleavage site, (C) the 18S rRNA 5’ and 3’ domains, and helix 44, (D) the U3 snoRNA
box A, 5’ and 3’ hinges and Box C’/D are depicted within their respective cryo-EM
densities.
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Table 3.1: Cryo-EM data collection, refinement and validation statistic.

Overall
map 1
5WLC,8859
Data collection and processing
Voltage (kV)
Pixel size (Å)
Electron exposure (e- / Å2)
Defocus range (um)
Symmetry imposed
Initial particle images
Final particle images
Resolution (Å)
FSC threshold
Map sharpening B-Factor (Å2)
Refinement
Initial model used
Model composition
Non hydrogen atoms
Protein residues
RNA bases
Ligands
R.m.s. deviations
Bond length (Å)
Angles (°)
Validation
MolProbity score
Clashscore
Poor rotamers (%)
Good sugar puckers (%)
Ramachandran
Favored (%)
Allowed (%)
Outliers (%)

300
1.3
50
0.6-2.6
C1
772,120
284,213
3.8
0.143
-118
5JPQ
196,921
22098
1682
1
0.01
0.87
1.86
7.68
0.72
97.74
94.60
5.34
0.06
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Core
map

3’
domain
map

Overall
map 2

Central
domain
map

284,213
3.6

284,213
4.1

123,843
4.1

43,415
7.2

-103

-163

-112

-180

SSU processome were additionally analyzed by DSS cross-linking and mass
spectrometry to provide additional distance restraints during model building and
validation (Fig. 3.9). The combined use of the cryo-EM maps together with cross-linking
and mass spectrometry data allowed us to unambiguously trace proteins not only in the
core but also in the periphery of the particle to obtain a largely complete near-atomic
model of the SSU processome (Fig. 3.10 and Appendix 7.3) that goes beyond previous
models (Kornprobst et al. 2016; Chaker-Margot et al. 2017; Sun et al. 2017). In solventexposed regions, such as the central domain, where atomic resolution was not
obtained, previously determined crystal structures have been fitted or poly-alanine
models have been built de novo. We note that in these regions the sequence register of
proteins is less reliable.
Analysis of crosslinks that could be mapped on the structural model show that more
than 85% of crosslinks are between lysines whose alpha carbon are located less than
32 Å apart, which corresponds to the expected distance of DSS-linked lysines (Fig.
3.9C) (Shi et al. 2014). However, a subset of crosslinks was mapped to residues
separated by more than 35 Å and sometimes up to more than 100 Å. Many of such
crosslinks were emanating from the central domain proteins, which are located in a
flexible region of the SSU processome, perhaps explaining the discrepancy between the
model and the cross-linking data. A few cross-links remained unexplained, and may be
the result of particle disintegration, or of a conformation which could not be observed by
cryo-EM. It is also possible that these crosslinks are due to ambiguity in the model
building but many of them are within proteins which form cross-links consistent with our
model, suggesting they are more likely due to particle disintegration,
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Figure 3.9 Overview and structural analysis of the DSS cross-linking mass
spectrometry data. (A) Two-dimensional visualization of all inter-protein DSS crosslinks obtained for the SSU processome sample generated with xiNET (Combe et al.
2015). Protein subunits are represented as spheres. The size of each sphere is
proportional to the molecular weight of the corresponding protein. Subunits belonging to
complexes or those forming a structural unit are highlighted with the same color. The
thickness of the line connecting two subunits is proportional to the number of shared
cross-links. All U-three-proteins (Utp) are labeled with their respective number. (B)
Cross-links plotted onto the structure of the SSU processome shown as direct
connection between the C of individual lysine residues. All C atoms found in the
cross-linking analysis are shown as spheres and are colored according to Figure 3.8. In
cases where two copies of a protein are present (Kre33, Emg1, and Nop1), the shorter
cross-link is displayed. Conformational flexibility of the central domain and a
reconstruction of this domain based on only a small subpopulation of the data (15%)
may explain the high abundance of cross-links with longer distances in this region.
These cross-links may result from other conformational states of the central domain. (C)
Histogram of all C cross-link distances in Å. 87.2% of all cross-link distances are within
32 Å. (D) SDS-PAGE analysis of a purified SSU processome sample cross-linked with
increasing concentrations of DSS. The gel region and DSS concentration used for mass
spectrometry analysis experiments are highlighted in green.
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Figure. 3.10 Cryo-EM reconstruction and near-complete atomic model of the S.
cerevisiae SSU processome. (A) Three views of a composite cryo-EM map consisting
of the 3.6 Å core, the 4.1 Å head-focused, the 4.1 Å 3’ domain and the 7.2 Å central
domain maps. Densities for SSU processome components are color-coded with
analogous labels. Subunits of complexes are shown in shades of blue (UtpA), red
(UtpB), purple (U3 snoRNP), brown (Nop14-Noc4) and light-pink (Bms1-Rcl1).
Ribosomal proteins are depicted in shades of grey. RNAs are colored in yellow (5’
ETS), red (U3 snoRNA) and white (pre-18S rRNA). (B) Cartoon representation of the
atomic model of the SSU processome with orientations and colors as in (A). (C) Cartoon
representation of the atomic model of extended assembly factors, colored as in (A)
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The updated model of the SSU processome details the structure of the previously
identified elements, the 5’ ETS, UtpA, UtpB and the U3 snoRNP (Fig. 3.11, Fig 3.13).
With higher resolution data and cross-linking restrains, we have also identified and built
models of 10 additional ribosome assembly factors within the SSU processome (Fig.
3.10C). These include the 5’ ETS particle proteins Utp11, Fcf2, Sas10 and Bud21 as
well as later factors such as Faf1, Lcp5, Utp14 and Rrt14 (Chaker-Margot et al. 2015;
Zhang et al. 2016). The Nop14-Noc4 sub-module (Kühn et al. 2009) was identified as a
previously unassigned helical structure in the lower half of the particle. In addition, parts
of Mpp10 that extend beyond the regions interacting with Imp3 and Imp4 (Lee and
Baserga 1999; Zheng and Ye 2014) have now been identified.
Helical repeat elements are used towards the top of the structure near the 5’ and central
domains to encapsulate and stabilize RNA helices in a particular conformation. In the
context of the 5’ domain, Utp20 provides a structural support for RNA expansion
segments ES3A and ES3B near the Kre33 heterodimer and Enp2 (3.12). Similarly, the
tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) of Rrp5 (Khoshnevis et al. 2016), which is necessary for
pre-18S processing (Torchet et al. 1998; Eppens et al. 1999), is positioned in proximity
to the UtpC complex (Lin et al. 2013), Krr1 (Zheng et al. 2014) and the central domain
(Fig. 3.10). It provides a cradle to stabilize helix 24 in a different conformation with
respect to the mature small subunit.
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Figure 3.11. Structural elements of the SSU processome. (A) The SSU processome
as transparent outline with superimposed RNAs (pre-18S in green, U3 snoRNA in red
and 5’ ETS in yellow) and ribosomal proteins in blue. (B) Same orientations as in (A)
with complexes UtpA (blue), UtpB (red), U3 snoRNP (dark-purple), Bms1/Rcl1 (violet),
the Mpp10 complex (orange) and UtpC (pale-green) highlighted.
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Figure 3.12. The helical repeat proteins Utp20 and Rrp5 chaperone rRNA in the 5’and central domain. (A and B) Two views of a composite cryo-EM density map
consisting of the 6 Å low-pass filtered overall map 2 and the 7.2 Å central domain map.
The density is colored as in (Fig. 3.10) but with the pre-18S RNA colored in pale-green.
Helices (h8, h10, h24, h44) and expansion segments (ES3A, ES3B) of the 18S rRNA
are labeled next to the corresponding density. In (B) the density for the tetratricopeptide
repeat (TPR) of Rrp5 is shown transparent with the docked crystal structure (PDB
5C9S). (C) Cryo-EM density from the central domain map with molecular fit of the TPR
repeat crystal structure of Rrp5 (PDB 5C9S), shown as cartoon. The concave interface
serves as binding platform for 18S rRNA helix 24 (h24, in green).
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Figure 3.13. Secondary structure diagram of RNAs in the SSU processome.
Individual nucleotides of RNAs are indicated with their base pairing interactions. 5’ ETS
(grey), 18S (black) and U3 snoRNA (light-blue) are shown. Regions of the 18S rRNA
that have been remodeled in the SSU processome are highlighted in red.
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Coordination of the 5’ ETS
The improved resolution of the SSU processome has allowed us to re-analyze the
architecture of UtpA and UtpB, and their role in stabilizing the 5’ ETS (Fig. 3.11). UtpA
forms the base of the SSU processome, where it acts as central scaffold that
recognizes the first three helices (helix I-III) of the 5’ ETS (Fig. 3.14). Helix I is bound by
a set of loops and helical elements on top of the tandem β-propeller of Utp17 (Fig.
3.14C). While the β-propellers of Utp17 have functionalized top surfaces, Utp15
employs an N-terminal extension to its β-propeller and a long linker between its Cterminal domain (CTD) and WD40 domain to position helix II and to stabilize the
junction between helices II and III (Fig. 3.14A, E). The WD40 domain of Utp15 and helix
II further provide a binding platform for Noc4, which acts as the foundation of a lateral
extension of the UtpA complex where the 3’ domain is placed (Fig. 3.14E, F). This
extension is additionally stabilized by Bud21, which connects Noc4 with Utp4 (UtpA),
Nop1 (U3 snoRNP) and helix III that rests on top of Utp4 (Fig. 3.14).
A short single stranded RNA region between helices II and III of the 5’ ETS, is
coordinated by two other β-propeller-containing subunits located next to Utp4 and
Utp17. We could unambiguously assign these WD40 domains as Utp5 (UtpA) and
Utp18 (UtpB) (Fig. 3.14F).
Utp5 is integrated within UtpA through its CTD and a linker peptide, which runs along a
conserved groove of Utp17 (Fig. 3.14D). Akin to this interaction, a C-terminal peptide
expansion of Utp17 contacts the β-propeller of Utp5 before binding to Utp10, the only
subunit of UtpA composed solely of helical repeats. Utp5, Utp10 (UtpA), Utp21 and
Utp18 (UtpB) form the junction between the UtpA and UtpB complexes. Within this
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junction Utp18 serves as a central nexus. The placement of the WD40 domain of Utp18
between three UtpA subunits (Utp4, Utp17 and Utp5) and near two UtpA linker regions
(Utp5 and Utp15) interlocks the two largest subcomplexes of the SSU processome (Fig.
3.14 and 3.15).
Like Utp17, Utp18 employs extensive peptide-like motifs to facilitate protein-protein
interactions (Fig. 3.15 and 3.16A). Three regions within the 230-residue N-terminus of
Utp18 interact with the UtpB subunits Utp6, Utp21, the U3 snoRNP component Nop58
and Utp10 (UtpA) (Fig. 3.14A, B, 3.15A-D, 3.17A). The first segment (residues 13-28) is
employed to interact with both Utp6 and Utp10, while the second (residues 123-183)
forms an intricate interface with the surface of the first β-propeller of Utp21 and a
conserved C-terminal peptide of Nop58 (Fig. 3.15C, 3.16A). Additionally, it features an
Mtr4 arch interacting motif (AIM) (Thoms et al. 2015) which is located in a disordered
region between the first and second N-terminal segment of Utp18 (Fig. 3.15D). The
WD40 domain of Utp18 interacts with Snu13 (U3 snoRNP) and stabilizes a singlestranded region of the 5’ ETS immediately upstream of the 3’ hinge (nucleotides 275280). Downstream of the 3’ hinge duplex (nucleotides 293-332), the 5’ ETS is mostly
single stranded with a short stem loop (nucleotides 299-308) that is stabilized by Utp21
and Utp1 on one side and Utp18 and Utp7-Sof1-Utp14 on the other side (Fig. 3.15D, E.
The following single stranded region between helices V and VI of the 5’ ETS
(nucleotides 393-396) is bound by Imp3, which interacts with an N-terminal helix
(residues 2-34) of Imp4. Together with the UtpB tetramer, Imp3 and Imp4 provide a
binding surface for Mpp10.
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Figure 3.14 Architecture of the UtpA complex and its interactions with the 5’ ETS
and Utp18. UtpA subunits are colored in different shades of blue as in (Fig. 3.10) The 5’
ETS is shown in yellow with its helices labeled with roman numbers and the UtpB
subunit Utp18 is depicted in red. All elements are shown in cartoon representation.
Helical C-terminal domains (CTD), WD40-domains and N- and C-termini (NT, CT) of all
subunits are labeled if applicable. (A, B) Two views of all subunits of UtpA and Utp18
bound to the first three helices of the 5’ ETS. (C) Loops of Utp17 (light and dark pink)
contact helix I of the 5’ ETS and the CTD tetramer. Utp17 also interacts with Utp4 on its
side surface. (D) A linker (light-pink) between the WD40-domain and the CTD of Utp5
runs along Utp17, forming a β-strand (dark-pink). (E) The N-terminal extension (darkpink) and a linker of Utp15 (light-pink) place its WD40 domain and the CTD on opposite
sides of helix II. (F) Helix III is coordinated by Utp4 and Bud21. The junction between
helix II and III is stabilized by a linker of Utp15 and the WD40 domain of Utp18.
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Figure 3.15 Architecture of the UtpB complex and its interactions with RNA, the
UtpA complex, and Utp7. UtpB subunits are colored in different shades of red and
brown. The 5’ ETS is shown in yellow with its helices labeled with roman numbers and
the U3 snoRNA is shown in red with important sequence elements (3’ hinge, 5’ hinge)
indicated. The UtpA subunits Utp10 and Utp5 are depicted in blue and Utp7 and Nop58
are illustrated in dark-green and burgundy respectively. All elements are shown in
cartoon representation. Helical C-terminal domains (CTD), WD40-domains and N- and
C-termini (NT, CT) of all subunits are labeled if applicable. (A, B) Two views of all
subunits of UtpB, the Utp5 WD40 domain and Utp10. (C) A single stranded region of the
5’ ETS (275-280) leading into the 3’ hinge duplex is stabilized by Utp18 and a long loop
(pale-green) of Utp21. A second loop (pale-green) of Utp21 binds Utp10. The exosome
recruiting arch interacting motif (AIM) present in a linker of the N-terminal region of
Utp18 is depicted in orange. (D) A predominantly single stranded region of the 5’ ETS
(298-332) is chaperoned by the N-terminal linker of Utp18 and the WD40 domains of
Utp21, Utp1 and Utp7. (E) Two loops of Utp1 separate the 5’ ETS and the U3 snoRNA
between the 3’ – and 5’ hinges.
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Roles of extended proteins in the SSU processome
Many of the newly identified proteins share striking structural properties as they all
contain long linkers that are used to weave through the structure and connect distant
parts within the SSU processome (Fig. 3.10C, 3.16). At the base of the structure, Bud21
acts as a connector between Utp4 and Noc4 while a conserved C-terminal prolineglycine rich sequence of Rrt14 stabilizes the interaction of the L1-domain containing
Utp30 with helix IV of the 5’ ETS (Fig. 3.16B, F). In addition, Rrt14 contacts Utp11
located on the other side of helix IV where Utp11 interacts with Nop1 and Bud21 and
connects this region with the core of the SSU processome (Fig. 3.16C). Sas10, Utp11
and Fcf2 each span at least 100 Ångstroms and are used to interconnect the U3
snoRNP with other important regions of the SSU processome (Fig. 3.16A-C). Strikingly,
Nop1 (fibrillarin) is used as a binding platform for 5 proteins (Fcf2, Sas10, Utp24, Utp11
and Bud21) (Fig. 3.16G). The surfaces of the two Nop1 subunits - one located at the
lower and the other at the upper end of U3 snoRNA - are used by these proteins. Here
peptide backbone elements are used to form shared secondary structure elements
within a β-barrel (Fcf2) or an extended β-sheet within Nop1 (Utp11, Bud21). Peptides
from Sas10 and Utp24 interact similarly with Nop1 (Fig. 3.16G).
Utp14, Faf1, Lcp5 and Mpp10 are located near the top of the core of the SSU
processome (Fig. 3.16). Here, Utp14 forms a highly unusual split structure in a
functionally important region near the Utp7-Sof1 dimer and the A1 cleavage site (Fig.
3.16A, D). An N-terminal segment of Utp14 is used to connect Sof1 with Utp6 while a
separate C-terminal segment of Utp14 links Utp7 with Sof1. Several hundred residues
of Utp14 connect these two fragments. Close to the C-terminal segment, this sequence
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contains the binding site for Dhr1, the essential DEAH box helicase that is responsible
for displacing U3 snoRNA from early ribosome assembly intermediates (Zhu et al. 2016;
Sardana et al. 2015). Faf1 is positioned in proximity to Utp14 and Utp7 and directly
interacts with U3 snoRNA and pre-18S rRNA near the A1 cleavage site (Fig. 3.10B, C).
Lcp5 interacts extensively with rRNA of the 5’ domain and rpS9 whereas Mpp10
extends from Bms1 via Imp4 and Imp3 to the UtpB complex and helix 44.
In contrast to most of the other newly identified proteins, which have no visible globular
domains, Nop14 contains a core helical repeat in addition to its long linker peptides (Fig.
3.10C). By directly binding to a second repeat protein, Noc4, the core domain of Nop14
is further expanded into a larger repeat structure. This composite helical repeat serves
as a lateral structural extension of the UtpA complex and provides a scaffold for Enp1,
Emg1 and parts of the 3’ domain of the 18S rRNA (Fig. 3.16B), which later forms the
beak structure in the mature small subunit. The repeat of Nop14 is flanked by N- and Cterminal extensions. A 75 amino-acid long C-terminal helix docks Nop14 into an
opening between the Mpp10-Imp4 dimer and the Bms1-Rcl1 complex31 and points its
C-terminal end towards the central cavity between the central and the 5’ domain. The Nterminal extension of Nop14 binds Enp1, which caps the 3’ domain of the 18S rRNA.
Surprisingly, the N-terminal segment of Nop14 loops around this entire region and
extends back to where the C-terminal long helix is located. Similar to Bms1, terminal
extensions are used to fully integrate the Nop14-Noc4 complex within the center of the
SSU processome (Fig. 3.16B). In addition to stabilizing Enp1 on top of the rRNA, this
arrangement also positions the rRNA substrate in the active site of one of the Emg1
dimers. Peptides from Nop14 and Sas10 are used to provide structural support for the
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dimeric Emg1 while also blocking the active site of one of its subunits. This enforces a
structural asymmetry of the two Emg1 methyltransferase subunits so that only one
active site is available for the methylation of base 1191 of the 3’ domain (Fig. 3.16E).
Near the base of helix 41 of the 18S rRNA, we have identified rpS18, a ribosomal
protein that is already positioned in a near-mature configuration with respect to the 18S
rRNA (Fig. 3.16B). The C-terminus, which binds elements of the beak structure in the
mature 40S subunit, adopts a different conformation in the context of the SSU
processome, where this structure has not yet formed. Here, the C-terminus of rpS18 is
stabilized by the long C-terminal helix of Nop14 as well as domain IV of Bms1 and a
linker region of Mpp10 (Fig. 3.16B).
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Figure 3.16. Diverse roles of peptides in the SSU processome. (A-C) Views of the
network of peptides traversing through the SSU processome. (A) Interactions of Utp18
(UtpB) with Utp10 (UtpA), Nop58 (U3 snoRNP), Utp21 and Utp6 (UtpB). Sof1, Utp7 and
Utp14 organize the A1 cleavage site (pink sphere). (B) Nop14, Noc4 and Enp1 cover
the 3’ domain of the pre-18S RNA and the methyltransferase Emg1. (C) Fcf2, Utp11,
Bud21 and Sas10 bind to the U3 snoRNP (shades of purple) and extend through the
SSU processome. (D) Accommodation of the A1 cleavage site (pink) by Utp7, Sof1,
Utp14, and Utp6. N- and C-terminal parts of Utp14 are colored light-blue and dark-blue
respectively. A schematic representation of modeled parts of Utp14 (shades of blue) is
shown below. (E) Views of the Emg1 homodimer (orange, yellow) with catalytic loops
(blue). Substrate pre-18S RNA (green) with target nucleotide (1191, pink) located in one
active site while peptides of Sas10 (pink) and Nop14 (beige) occupy the other. (F)
Utp30 and Rrt14 recognize the pre-18S and 5’ ETS RNA. (G) Cartoon representation of
the two copies of Nop1 (Nop1.1, Nop1.2) and interacting segments of Utp24, Sas10,
Fcf2, Bud21 and Utp11.
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Protein-assisted RNA remodeling by U3 snoRNA
U3 snoRNA occupies a central position within the SSU processome and reaches from
the outside into the core of the particle (Fig. 3.17A). By base pairing with its 5’ and 3’
hinges to nucleotides within the 5’ ETS, it rigidifies the structural scaffold provided by
the 5’ ETS, which has been described previously. The 5’ end of U3 snoRNA reaches
further into the center of the SSU processome and base pairs with two regions of the
pre-18S rRNA. A similar base pairing pattern was recently proposed for the SSU
processome captured in a state upon Mtr4 depletion14. While Box A (U3 nucleotides
16-22) is base paired with nucleotides 9-15 of the pre-18S rRNA and organizes the pre18S 5’ end near the A1 cleavage site, Box A’ (U3 nucleotides 3-13) is base paired with
nucleotides 1111-1122 and re-organizes this region that is later in proximity to the
central pseudoknot (Fig. 3.13 and 3.17A). A range of ribosome assembly factors is
responsible for the stabilization of the four RNA duplexes that U3 snoRNA forms with
the 5’ ETS and the 18S precursor. Towards the outside of the particle, three proteins of
the UtpB complex (Utp18, Utp21 and Utp1) are stabilizing the 3’ hinge. While Utp18 is
involved in rigidifying the junctions between helices II, III and IV of the 5’ ETS, Utp21
and Utp10 (UtpA) form a clamp around the 3’ hinge (Fig. 3.13E). Utp1 is used to bind
the single stranded regions of both U3 snoRNA and 5’ ETS with two long structured
loops (residues 556-580 and 616-680). These loops act as a rudder, thereby separating
the 5’ ETS and the U3 snoRNA (Fig. 3.15E).
A short loop of U3 snoRNA, and the 5’ hinge are coordinated by Imp3, Utp11, Bms1
and the N-terminus of Utp24 (Fig. 3.17B). Upstream of the 5’ hinge, U3 snoRNA is
stabilized by the Sof1-Utp7-Utp14 complex, which also provides a composite binding
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site for a single stranded RNA that contains the A1 cleavage site (Fig. 3.16D, 3.17C, D).
The Box A and Box A’ duplexes are organized by the long C-terminal helices of Nop14
and Bms1 as well as Utp24, Faf1 and rpS23. Importantly, the captured state of the SSU
processome contains an A0-cut precursor in a pre-A1 cleavage state where Utp24 is
positioned close to its substrate but cleavage has not yet occurred. Faf1 is positioned
between helix V of the 5’ ETS and the Box A duplex near Imp3 and Imp4. A linker of
Faf1 locks the Box A duplex in place and interacts with rpS22 on the opposite side,
thereby occluding access to the active site of the nuclease Utp24 (Fig. 3.17D).
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Figure 3.17. U3 snoRNA-mediated RNA remodeling. (A) Overview of the U3 snoRNP
proteins (purple), U3 snoRNA (red) and their interactions with the 5’ ETS (yellow) and
pre-18S RNA (white). (B) View of protein elements stabilizing the 3’ and 5’ hinges. (C)
View of proteins organizing the 5’ hinge and the Box A duplex. (D) Overview of the Box
A and Box A’ duplexes of U3 snoRNA with pre-18S RNA. (A-D) Proteins and RNAs are
color-coded. The N-terminus of Utp24 is indicated with an N. Helices of the 5’ ETS are
labeled with roman numbers. Important functional sequence elements of the U3
snoRNA (5’ hinge, 3’ hinge, Box A duplex, Box A’ duplex) and visible domains of the
18S rRNA (3’, 5’ and central domain) are indicated. The cleavage site A1 is shown as
pink sphere. Active site residues of Utp24 are highlighted as pink sticks.
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The GTPase Bms1 and is positioned in the core of the SSU processome.
Higher resolution information has allowed us to better understand the network of
interactions that the GTPase Bms1 takes part in, within the core of the SSU
processome (3.18A). Besides its translational GTPase architecture, with the four
canonical domains I-IV, Bms1 interacts with Rcl1 through a dedicated linker domain, as
previously described, and with Kre33 through a newly identified linker domain (Fig.
3.18B). Furthermore, Bms1 is anchored in the SSU processome through a long Cterminal extension which wraps around several factors and RNA, to end in a more than
70 residues alpha helix which spans the core of the particle (3.18B).
Domains I, II and III are lodged between Rcl1, Kre33 and helices 15 and 17 of the 5’
domain, while domain IV reaches further into the core of the particle (Fig. 3.18, 3.19).
These interactions with RNA are further stabilized by a network of peptides which span
the SSU processome and interact extensively with Bms1. These peptides include
Utp11, Mpp10, Sas10 and Nop14 (Fig. 18C). The central location of Bms1 in the SSU
processome and its network of interactions with extended elements in the particle puts it
at an ideal position to modulate the conformation of the SSU processome through in
GTPase activity.
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Figure 3.18. Structural analysis of Bms1 and its interaction partners. (A) Overview
of Bms1 and its binding partners within the SSU processome. Proteins are colored as in
(Fig. 3.10) with a transparent outline of the SSU processome in white. (B) Architecture
of the Bms1-Rcl1 complex with Bms1 domains I-IV, the Kre33-binding domain (Kre33BD) and the Rcl1-binding domain (Rcl1-BD) color-coded in shades of violet. The Bms1
C-terminal domain (CTD) is highlighted in light-brown. (C) Two views of the interactions
of Bms1 with other SSU processome subunits. Only the most N-terminal domains of
one Kre33 monomer (yellow) are shown.
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RNA remodeling prevents central pseudoknot formation
In the context of the SSU processome, Lcp5 and Sas10 are multi-functional proteins. In
addition to Utp18, which contains a peptide that can interact with the exosomeassociated helicase Mtr4 (Thoms et al. 2015), Lcp5 and Sas10 contain exosome
interaction motifs (Sas10 domains) (Mitchell 2010). Lcp5 is positioned next to rpS9 and
the 5’ domain, a location (Fig. 3.19). This location is occupied by expansion segment
ES6D in the mature small subunit, making the presence of Lcp5 mutually exclusion with
the mature folding of the central domain relative to the 5’ domain.
In contrast to Lcp5, the ordered parts of Sas10 are more elongated. Sas10 contains a
solvent exposed N-terminal Sas10 domain, blocks the active site of Emg1 with a short
peptide and bridges between the 5’ and 3’ domains with a long helix near Utp30 (Fig.
3.10B, C). In addition, it interacts with the U3 snoRNP through its C-terminus and is
involved in RNA-protein remodeling by adopting a similar conformation, and occupying
the same RNA binding site as rpS30 in the mature small subunit, close to rpS9 (Fig.
3.17B, C and 3.18).
The continued presence of Sas10 or Lcp5 is therefore mutually exclusive with the
mature small subunit conformation in terms of protein and RNA occupancy respectively
and may therefore signal an incomplete or faulty assembly state during later stages of
ribosome assembly.
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Figure 3.19. Steric hindrance and molecular mimicry prevent premature
ribosomal-RNA folding. (A) Conformations of helices 16, 17 (green) and 18 (dark
green) of the 5’ domain, and the central domain (teal) of the pre-18S RNA within the
SSU processome (grey). Interacting ribosome assembly factors and ribosomal proteins
are shown and color-coded. (B) Conformation of the same elements as in (A) in the
context of the mature small ribosomal subunit (PDB 4V88) (ref. 33). (C,D) Detailed
views of the conformations of helix 16 and the central domain in the SSU processome
(C) and the small ribosomal subunit (D). Sas10 mimics rpS30 and occupies its binding
site on helix 16. Lcp5 blocks the central domain from occupying its mature position by
steric hindrance while Bms1 bends helix 16. (E,F) Orthogonal views to panel (C) and
(D).
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Within the SSU processome, the four structured domains of the 18S rRNA (5’ central, 3’
major and 3’ minor domain) are segregated into different regions of the particle, thereby
facilitating their separate maturation. RNA elements that are positioned in the vicinity of
the central pseudoknot in the mature small subunit (Ben-Shem et al. 2011) are distinctly
separated in the SSU processome (Fig. 3.20A, B). This is organized through multiple
mechanisms. RNA mediated chaperoning of sequences close to the central pseudoknot
in the 5’ and central domains is accomplished through base pairing with U3 snoRNA
boxes A and A’ (Fig. 3.13, 3.17A, C, D). As a consequence of these interactions,
sequences vicinal to the central pseudoknot, such as helix 27, adopt different
conformations in the SSU processome, where a new stem loop forms between Rcl1 and
Utp12 (Fig. 3.20A).
Mpp10 plays a central role in the remodeling of nucleotides close to helices 44 and 45.
A partial unwinding of the region upstream of helix 44 results in an RNA loop
(nucleotides 1628-1639) that is stabilized by Mpp10 (Fig. 3.20C). Due to this partial
unwinding, 16 nucleotides of the opposite strand (nucleotides 1755-1769) are available
to serve as a linker to helix 45, which is positioned 60 Ångstroms away on top of Pno1
that is held in place by Utp1 and Utp21 of the UtpB complex (Fig. 3.20C).
A second important location for protein-mediated RNA remodeling is the binding site of
ribosomal protein rpS23, which is positioned in the mature small subunit close to all
other remodeled RNA elements next to helix 18 (Fig. 3.20B). In the SSU processome,
conserved elements of Bms1, Utp11 and Sas10 are employed in a concerted fashion to
dramatically remodel helix 18 (h18, nucleotides 558-590) of the 18S rRNA (Fig. 3.19CF, 3.20D). The C-terminal linker region and domain IV of Bms1 together with the
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conserved N-terminal segment of Utp11 and a conserved linker region of Sas10
stabilize the remodeled RNA as well as rpS23, which is located in proximity to domains
I-III of Bms1. Combined with the chaperone functions of Utp20 and Rrp5 in the 5’ and
central domains (Fig. 3.12), these examples highlight the precise and elaborate
mechanisms that are employed to control tertiary interactions between ribosomal RNA
domains.
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Figure 3.20. RNA remodeling prevents central pseudoknot formation. (A) The
central pseudoknot and 18S rRNA elements in its vicinity are shown in color in their
immature positions in the SSU processome (grey) and labeled with their corresponding
mature 18S rRNA helix (h) number. Chaperoning RNA, ribosomal proteins and
ribosome assembly factors are color-coded and the A1 cleavage site is highlighted in
pink. Termini of Mpp10 are indicated with N and C respectively. (B) Color-coded RNA
elements close to the central pseudoknot in the mature small ribosomal subunit (grey)
labeled as in a (PDB 4V88) (Ben-Shem et al. 2011). (C) Mpp10 (orange) and its
interactions with pre-18S RNA (white). Elements of the 18S rRNA (helices 44 and 45)
and U3 snoRNA (Box A’ duplex, red) are labeled. Nucleotide positions of the pre-18S
RNA are indicated by white numbers. (D) Bms1-mediated remodeling of helix 18 (h18,
green) of the pre-18S RNA (white). Domains of Bms1 (purple) are numbered with
roman letters. Structural elements (h16, h17) and domains of the 18S rRNA (3’ domain,
5’ domain) as well as the U3 snoRNA (5’ hinge, Box A duplex) are labeled
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Conclusions
The evolution of eukaryotes has been accompanied by the emergence of dedicated
multi-protein complexes that are uniquely suited to fulfill specific tasks. Eukaryotic
ribosome biogenesis is catalyzed by a complex assembly of specialized protein factors,
many of which have no counterparts in bacteria. The near-atomic structure of the SSU
processome provides a molecular snapshot of approximately a quarter of these 200
factors. These proteins share an essential role in providing an additional level of control
to ribosome biogenesis. This is achieved by concerted RNA remodeling that prevents
the premature formation of the junction between all four 18S rRNA domains.
A second function of the eukaryotic ribosome biogenesis machinery is the
encapsulation and guided stabilization of a series of early ribosome assembly
intermediates, which ultimately result in the mature small subunit (Lebaron et al. 2012).
The current state of the SSU processome highlights the need for extensive RNA and
protein remodeling by specialized enzymes. This is exemplified by the numerous base
pairing interactions between U3 snoRNA and 18S rRNA, which need to be unwound by
enzymes such as Dhr1 to facilitate further maturation of the small ribosomal subunit. In
addition, the order of the catalytic reactions performed by enzymes within the SSU
processome, such as the acetyltransferase and helicase Kre33, the methyltransferase
Emg1, the GTPase Bms1 and the nuclease Utp24, is still unknown.
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Chapter IV - Large subunit processome assembly on pre-ribosomal
RNA
The combined data from the cryo-EM structure of the small subunit processome and the
study of its assembly has provided important insights into the role of many small subunit
assembly factors. Early events in large subunit assembly, however, remain poorly
understood. We therefore set out to use a similar approach to study the assembly of the
large subunit processome.

An improved system to study large subunit processome assembly
Purification of pre-ribosomal complexes relies on the same approach as previously
(Chaker-Margot et al. 2015). However, we decided to improve the purification strategy
by inverting first and second capture step. In this version of the system, the expressed
and truncated pre-rRNAs are purified in the first step and the resulting eluates are
recaptured by protein affinity purification in the second step. For that purpose, we coexpress a protease-cleavable MS2-GFP fusion and the truncated RNA, both under Gal1
promoters (Fig. 4.1A). The MS2 protein is fused to a nuclear localization signal (NLS) to
promote its association with the truncated RNA in the cell.
The RNA constructs used here begin at the A3 site thereby mimicking A3 cleaved
constructs. Previous studies have suggested that separation of the rDNA locus between
the A2 and A3 sites, at nucleotides 2739 to 2747 of the 35S pre-rRNA, leads to viable
ribosome production suggesting that there is no essential link between small and large
subunit assembly factors (Liang and Fournier 1997). Target RNAs span the second half
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of the 35S locus, ending at each of the structural domains of the 25S, I-VI (Fig. 4.1A). A
shorter construct, which spanned the A3 site to the end of ITS2 was tested but was
seemingly not amenable to purification (data not shown). The final and longest construct
spans the entirety of the 25S and ends at the B0 site. A “full-length” construct that
ended at the native end of the pre-rRNA underwent B0 cleavage and made isolation
impossible (data not shown).
The nucleolar factor Cic1 was chosen as protein bait for the second capture. Cic1 is
known to associate with ITS2 (Wu et al. 2016) and therefore represented an early factor
likely to associate with all expressed constructs. By using Cic1 as protein bait, we
ensured that ITS2 processing has not occurred yet, narrowing the type of pre-60S
particles that can be isolated to earlier species.
Upon induction, truncated pre-rRNA are expressed and bound by MS2-GFP and the
endogenous large subunit assembly machinery, including the sbp-tagged Cic1. During
purification, the RNA molecules are captured by the anti-GFP resin (Fig. 4.1B). In the
second step, the targeted pre-ribosomal complex is enriched by streptavidin capture,
and subsequent biotin elution.
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Figure 4.1 New purification technique of pre-ribosomal particles. (A) Plasmid
overexpression of aptamer tagged pre-rRNAs of different lengths in genetically
modified yeast strains containing a sbp-tagged ribosome assembly factor. Plasmids
contain the gal1 promoter and CYC transcriptional terminator (CYC TT). Pre-rRNA
domains, sbp-tagged ribosome assembly factor and MS2-GFP protein are shown. (B)
Purification strategy using GFP and sbp as sequential tags, followed by biotin elution.
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Stage specific assembly of the earliest large subunit assembly intermediates
As for the small subunit processome, the use of our purification system has allowed us
to recapitulate the assembly of the earliest large subunit assembly intermediates. The
negative control, wherein only the MS2 loops were expressed, yielded an accordingly
clean sample, except for the presence of streptavidin (Fig. 4.2A). The addition of the
first section of pre-rRNA, spanning from the A3 site to the end of domain I of the 25S,
lead to the recruitment of approximately 10 factors. The subsequent addition of domains
of the 25S induced the recruitment of more factors, although in a less dramatic fashion
than what was observed for the small subunit processome (Chaker-Margot et al. 2015).
Samples for all seven constructs, with termini at domain I-VI and B0, plus a negative
control were purified in triplicates and analyzed by LC-MS. The median amounts (as
quantified by areas) for each protein were then used (Fig. 4.2B, C). Only proteins with
amounts within 100-fold of the protein bait Cic1, and with more than 5 unique peptides
and were considered for the analysis. The amounts of Cic1, which should stay similar
throughout, were used to normalize the samples. Once again, ribosomal proteins have
been excluded from this analysis, as signals of highly abundant peptides from

contaminating mature ribosomes prevent an unambiguous assignment of ribosomal
proteins to a particular stage of ribosome assembly in our system.
This analysis has allowed us to determine the timing of recruitment of approximately 50
assembly factors on nascent pre-rRNA (Fig. 4.2B, C). The first construct (containing
5.8S rRNA, ITS2 and domain I) recruits 12 assembly factors, including several known
binders of ITS2, Cic1, Nop7, Nop15 and Rlp7 (Wu et al. 2016). The helicase Has1,
which is involved in small and large subunit processing (Emery et al. 2004) is also
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incorporated in this particle. Strikingly, this first construct also induces the recruitment of
the protein Pwp1, whose levels decrease drastically for longer constructs, indicating its
transient role in early large subunit assembly. Extension of the pre-rRNA into domain II
recruits another 11 factors. These include the large protein Rrp5 and its known
interaction partners, Noc1 and Noc2. Rrp5 is required for the assembly of the small
subunit while Noc1/Noc2 have been shown to co-precipitate with the SSU processome
(Fig. 2.3, Appendix 7.2), likely through their interaction with Rrp5 (Hierlmeier et al.
2013). Nsa1, the nucleolar factor which defines the nucleolar pre-60S intermediate also
binds at this stage (Kressler et al. 2008). While the addition of domain III recruits no
specific assembly factors, domain IV induces the binding a single protein, Puf6. Domain
V leads to the appearance of Nop13, a known nucleolar pre-60S factor and 3 members
of the Npa/Urb subcomplex: Urb1, Nop8 and Rsa3. These proteins form a subcomplex,
which also includes Urb2 and the helicase Dbp6, involved in the earliest steps of large
subunit biogenesis (Rosado et al. 2007). Its role in large subunit assembly is not
understood but this suggests association of this complex to domain V.
Completion of the 25S induced the recruitment of many factors: the GTPase Nog1 and
the chaperones of the 5S rRNA, Rpf2 and Rrs1, among others. At this stage, Tif6 and
Rlp24 are also recruited, and will stay associated with pre-60S particles until their
removal in the cytoplasm. Northern Blotting analysis of the samples showed that the 5S
rRNA and the box H/ACA snoRNA snR10 also appear with the addition of domain VI
(Fig. 4.3A) snR10 is involved in the pseudouridylation of U2923, in domain V near
domain VI (Ni et al. 1997). The truncated pre-rRNAs could not be observed by Northern
Blot due to degradation resulting in low molecular weight smears (data not shown). This
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prevented us from having a loading control. Differences in the levels of 5S rRNA and
snR10 may therefore be due to differences in loading and should be interpreted
carefully. Box C/D and box H/ACA snoRNP proteins were present throughout the
samples. However, there was a moderate increase in signal in the levels of box H/ACA
proteins (Cbf5, Nhp2, Nop10 and Gar1) at domain VI, consistent with the presence of
snR10. The presence of other small RNAs was not tested.
Surprisingly, low levels of Nog2 were also detected in the A3-domain VI sample (Fig.
4.2B). Nog2 is a nuclear assembly factor whose binding site in the pre-60S particles
overlaps with nucleolar factors such as Nip7, Sbp1 and Nop2 (Wu et al. 2016; Kater et
al. 2017), which makes its association with nucleolar intermediates unlikely. This may
be evidence that the A3-domain VI sample represents multiple pre-60S intermediates
rather than a specific large subunit precursor, or that Nog2 can associate with the
nucleolar pre-60S factors through peptide-like interactions. High levels of the ubiquitin
like modifier SUMO (Smt3) were also detected in all samples (Fig. 4.2C)
The overexpressed truncated pre-rRNAs were analyzed in total RNA extracts by
northern blotting using an MS2 probe (Fig. 4.3B). RNA bands corresponding to their
expected size were visualized for each sample, but were weak for the domain VI and B0
truncated species. Surprisingly, we also observed the presence of a degradation
product for all constructs that ended at domain II or beyond. Since the MS2 loops are
located at the 3’ end of the constructs, this allows mapping the approximate cleavage
site to around nucleotide 1350 in domain II. The mechanism by which this cleavage
happens is unknown.
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Figure 4.2 Stage-specific assembly of the large subunit processome. (A) SYPRORuby stained SDS-PAGE gel of pre-ribosomal complexes corresponding to increasing
length of large subunit pre-RNA. Proteins indicated on the right were identified by
corresponding molecular weight. (B) LC-MS analysis of ribosome assembly factors,
based on a triplicate of samples, normalized against Cic1 and classified by recruitment
stage. Proteins abundance are measured by total area under the curve and high
abundance proteins are shown in orange/red while low abundance and absent proteins
are shown in black/grey. (C) LC-MS analysis of the polyadenylate binding protein
(PABP), Smt3 and the snoRNP proteins.
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Figure 4.3 RNA analysis of pre-ribosomal complexes. (A) Northern blot with 5S and
snR10 probes of RNA extracted from purified pre-ribosomal complexes. (B) Northern
blot with MS2 probe of total RNA extracted from cells where truncated pre-rRNA were
expressed.
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Multiple binding sites of Rrp5 in ITS1.
Rrp5 is a multi-domain protein involved in both large and small subunit assembly (Fig.
4.4A). It is composed of 12 S1 RNA-binding domains followed by a C-terminal TPR
repeat (Eppens et al. 1999). Noc1, also known as Mak21, and Noc2, two HEAT-repeat
containing proteins, are known interactors of Rrp5 (Hierlmeier et al. 2013). The TPR
domain of Rrp5 has been shown to bind to helix 24 in the small subunit processome
(Barandun et al. 2017). Furthermore, Rrp5 is required for cleavage of the pre-rRNA at
the A2 and A3 sites (Eppens et al. 1999; Vos et al. 2004). Within the early large subunit
precursors, we see Rrp5 specifically recruited with the addition of domain II. This
suggests it has another binding site in the 25S or with associated proteins. This data is
consistent with previous cross-linking data in vivo (Lebaron et al. 2013).
Based on this data, we hypothesized that Rrp5 could be binding ITS1, and could have a
role in bridging small and large subunit assembly complexes during transcription. To
test this, we overexpressed truncated pre-rRNA ending at domain I but extending their
start site further upstream in ITS1, to the A2 site and the D site, i.e. the 5’ end of ITS1.
We then performed tandem affinity purification on these particles to observe the
absence or presence of Rrp5.
Extending the 5’ end of our transcripts to both the A2 and D sites lead to the presence
of Rrp5 (Fig. 4.4D). Levels of Rrp5 were somewhat lower than in the A3-II sample, and
were not matched by the presence of Noc1. This suggests that Rrp5 weakly binds to
ITS1, in a Noc1/Noc2 independent manner.
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Figure 4.4 Multiple binding sites of Rrp5 on the pre-rRNA. (A) Domain architecture
of Rrp5 and its interaction partners, Noc1 and Noc2. The functions of the different
segments of Rrp5 are indicated (B) Location of the Rrp5 TPR repeat in the SSU
processome and schematic representation of its N-terminal domains. (C) Constructs
used to determine the existence of a binding site of Rrp5 in ITS1. (D). SYPRO-Ruby
stained SDS-PAGE gel of purified pre-ribosomal complexes containing or not Rrp5.
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Early processing of the 27SA RNA
While Rrp5 is involved in the very early steps of large subunit assembly, it is absent
from later pre-60S particles, such as the Nsa1-containing nucleolar pre-60S. The latter
was shown recently to contain a 27SB RNA species, that is, a large subunit precursor
that has been processed at the 5’ end in ITS1 and at the 3’ end in the 3’ ETS, but not in
ITS2 (Sanghai et al. 2018). This led us to hypothesize that the transition from the
earliest large subunit precursors, which contain Rrp5, to nucleolar pre-60S particles,
which do not, might be brought about by 5’ and 3’ processing of the 27SA species. The
5’ and 3’ ends of the 27SB are located near each other in the nucleolar pre-60S
structure and are therefore seemingly incompatible with the presence of 5’ and 3’
extensions (Kater et al. 2017; Sanghai et al. 2018). This would further suggest that 5’
and 3’ processing could lead to the emergence of the nucleolar pre-60S.
The presence of Rrp5 in the pre-ribosomal complexes we isolated suggested that those
particles were unable to mature further. This, we postulated, could be caused by the
presence of the MS2 loop at the 3’ end of the constructs (Fig. 4.1A, 4.5A). To test this,
we included a northern blot tag in the 25S (Fig. 4.5A), which allowed us to observe how
efficiently overexpressed RNAs could be matured to 25S. Strikingly, the construct that
began at the A3 site and ended at the native end of the rDNA locus, here called “fulllength”, is made much more efficiently into 25S than the constructs ending with domain
VI or with the B0 site (Fig. 4.5B, C). This difference could be caused by the 3’ MS2
loops interfering with normal 3’ processing, or may be indicate that the 3’ ETS is
important for maturation of the RNA. Similarly, a “full-length” construct with 5’ MS2 loops
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does not form a 25S efficiently, which suggests that MS2 loops may interfere with
processing.
We wanted to better understand what the requirements for efficient maturation of these
precursor RNAs were. Particularly, we wanted to test whether cleavage of the 3’ ETS
was sufficient to lead to efficient 25S formation. If MS2 loops prevent normal cleavage
of the 3’ ETS, then restoring cleavage should result in normal 25S formation. For that
purpose, we designed constructs truncated at the end of the 25S or B0, which were
followed with the ribozyme hatchet (Fig. 4.5A), which leaves only three nucleotides after
spontaneous cleavage, seconds after transcription (Li et al. 2015). The presence of the
self-cleaving ribozyme at the 3’ end of the RNA would mimic the cleavage by Rnt1.
Surprisingly, truncated constructs followed by hatchet were not efficiently processed into
a 25S, unlike the “full-length” construct, in the absence or presence of the ribozyme
(Fig. 4.5B, C). This suggests that 3’ cleavage of the 27SA RNA is not sufficient for the
early maturation of the large subunit precursor. Elements of the 3’ ETS downstream of
the B0 site may be necessary for efficient maturation of these precursors. Some other
step, such as the action of a helicase may be required.
Lastly, we tested whether the removal of ITS1 from the constructs would be detrimental
for the processing of large subunit precursors. An ITS1-less construct with a full-length
3’ ETS (referred as FL-ΔITS) was not processed efficiently into a mature 25S (Fig. 4.5B,
C). This suggests that ITS1 has an important role in the early assembly of the large
subunit, consistent with previous genetic data (Liang and Fournier 1997)
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Figure 4.5 Processing of large subunit precursor RNAs. (A) Design of Northern blot
tagged constructs used to determine processing efficiency of large subunit precursors.
(B) Northern blotting analysis of mature tagged 25S coming from overexpressed
constructs and corresponding levels of total 25S. (C) Relative amounts of tagged 25S to
total 25S.
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Conclusions
By overexpressing truncated pre-rRNA, we were able to recapitulate the assembly of
ribosome biogenesis factors on the second half of the pre-rRNA locus. Large subunit
assembly begins with the recruitment of many factors, which bind ITS2, 5.8S and
domain I. With the addition of domain II, the Rrp5-Noc1-Noc2 complex, which is
associated with the small subunit processome and ITS1, binds the forming large
subunit, thereby bridging small and large subunit assembly. Further transcription does
not lead to addition of many additional factors, since domains III-V are flexible in the
early stages of pre-60S maturation (Kater et al. 2017; Sanghai et al. 2018). Completion
of domain VI induces the incorporation of several factors, the 5S rRNA and association
of snR10.
Using a similar approach, another group reported their results of the assembly of early
large subunit precursors (Chen et al. 2017). While their results are mostly in good
agreements with ours, there are a few differences. Their model has Rrp5-Noc1-Noc2
being recruited at domain I. They observe Nop53 recruited at domain VI, despite that
the nucleolar pre-60S contain Erb1, whose presence is mutually exclusive with Nop53
(Kater et al. 2017; Sanghai et al. 2018). Several proteins that we classified as domain VI
factors including Nip7, Nop2, Loc1, Rrs1 and Rpf2, were seen already at domain V.
Lastly, a few proteins are absent from their model, such as Rrp14, Rrp15, or Rex4.
Those differences may be partially due to the difference in the position of the MS2 tag,
in ITS2 instead of at the 3’ end, in their constructs.
Maturation of large subunit precursors requires processing at the 5’ and 3’ of the
precursor RNA, in ITS1 and the 3’ ETS. This processing involves cleavage and
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resection of the spacer RNAs by Rnt1 and Rex1 for the 3’ end and Rrp17 or Rat1 for
the 5’ end (Henry et al. 1994; van Hoof 2000; Oeffinger et al. 2009). We have
determined here that cleavage is not sufficient for the maturation of the pre-60S into the
nucleolar pre-60S. It will be interesting to determine the exact steps required for this
transition and how it is coupled to Rrp5-Noc1-Noc2 removal.
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Chapter V - Discussion

Early ribosome biogenesis illustrates the staggering amount of energy and control that
eukaryotic cells dedicate to the assembly of the translation machinery. This process
involves about 250 factors, whose combined mass exceed 10 Megadalton, more than 3fold the mass of the mature ribosome. The study of the assembly of ribosome assembly
factors onto the pre-rRNA and the structure of the small subunit processome has
provided a new understanding of the role of more than 50 factors in early ribosome
biogenesis. These results have also uncovered a new mechanism of the regulation of
ribosome assembly, which illustrates how the cell performs extensive control of the
formation of its translational machinery.

5.1 A new model for transcription coupled early ribosome biogenesis
The temporal assembly of ribosome assembly factors on the pre-rRNA has now been
elucidated for both small and large subunit precursors. It is now possible to map this
data onto the structures of the small subunit processome and nucleolar pre-60S
particles, which we and others have obtained (Kornprobst et al. 2016; Chaker-Margot et
al. 2017; Sun et al. 2017; Barandun et al. 2017; Cheng et al. 2017). This allows us to
contextualize this dynamic data and gain new insights into the assembly of these
particles (Fig. 5.1, 5.2, 5.3).
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Figure 5.1 Mapping the assembly stages of the SSU processome. Three views of
the structure of the SSU processome (PDB 5WLC) with factors colored according to
their stage of assembly onto pre-rRNA, as defined in (Chaker-Margot et al. 2015).
Diagram of the pre-rRNA up to the end of the 18S is shown below, with domains
colored analogously to the model.
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Figure 5.2 Mapping the assembly stages of the LSU processome. Two views of the
combined structure of the nucleolar pre-60S (PDBs 6C0F, 6CB1) with factors colored
according to their stage of assembly onto pre-rRNA, as defined in chapter IV. Diagram
of the pre-rRNA from ITS1 to the end of the 35S is shown below, with domains colored
analogously to the model.
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Transcription of the pre-rRNA begins with the 5’ ETS, which provides an architectural
framework and facilitates the recruitment of the U3 snoRNP, UtpA and UtpB (Fig. 5.1,
5.3). The 5’ ETS particle also induces the recruitment a several of individual proteins,
which have many extended linkers, such as Mpp10, Bud21, Sas10, Utp11 or Fcf2. The
formation of the SSU processome may be directed by an initially flexible set of peptide
interactions. As SSU processome maturation progresses, the number of these peptide
interactions likely increases and results in this stable nucleolar superstructure.
Interestingly, the folding of the 3’ minor domain (Fig. 5.1) is essential for the recruitment
of the outer shell of proteins. The placement of Bms1 and extensions of Nop14 at the
core of the SSU processome suggests that domains of the 18S may be initially flexible
relative to one another during co-transcriptional assembly of the SSU processome and
only form a rigid structure with the completion of the 18S (Fig. 5.3). This may also
explain the dissociation of many factors, such as Mrd1, which have a role in stabilizing
important segments of the pre-rRNA, which are later buried in the SSU processome
(Segerstolpe et al. 2013).
Addition of ITS1 leads to the recruitment of Nob1, which will stay bound to small subunit
intermediates until its role in cleavage at the D site in the cytoplasm. Rrp5 also binds
ITS1, between the A2 and A3 sites. Transcription up to domain I of the 25S induces the
incorporation of factors forming one side of the emerging pre-60S (Fig. 5.2). The
addition of domain II is stabilized by binding of Rrp5, Noc1 and Noc2, which join small
and large subunit processomes (Fig. 5.3). This also leads to the incorporation of several
factors, which completes the core of the nucleolar pre-60S (Fig. 5.2). This may further
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trigger cleavage at the A2 site, which separates small and large subunit assembly
pathways.
While the transcription of subsequent domains leads to few changes in the forming LSU
processome, completion of the 25S induces the recruitment of many factors, which will
form the interface of domain VI to the rest of the particle, as well as the 5S RNP (Fig.
5.2 and 5.3). However, the emergence of the nucleolar pre-60S requires first 5’ and 3’
processing in ITS1 and the 3’ ETS respectively, and possibly other remodeling steps.
This allows domain VI to fold near domains I and II (Fig. 5.3), leading to the
conformation that was observed in the structure of the Nsa1-containing nucleolar pre60S (Kater et al. 2017; Sanghai et al. 2018).
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Figure 5.3 Co-transcriptional assembly of the large and small subunit
processome. Diagram of the assembly of ribosome biogenesis factors onto the
nascent pre-rRNA as it is being transcribed by RNA polymerase I. This leads to the
emergence of the SSU processome and nucleolar pre-60S which have been structurally
characterized.
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5.2 Maturation of the small subunit processome
SSU

processome

particles

must

undergo

several

significant

structural

and

compositional changes to mature into pre-40S particles, which adopt a near-mature
state (Heuer et al. 2017; Scaiola et al. 2018). The domains of the 18S rRNA in the SSU
processome are kept separated, in part by the concerted stabilization of non-mature
RNA elements, which are later situated near the central pseudoknot (Fig. 5.4A-C).
Maturation of the SSU processome will therefore require several steps including the
formation of the central pseudoknot and RNA cleavage at site A1 (between the 5’ ETS
and the 18S), and site A2 (in ITS1), unwinding of the U3-18S duplexes, removal of
many ribosome assembly factors, including the entire 5’ ETS particle, and the inclusion
of new ribosomal proteins and assembly factors, such as Tsr1, Rio2 and Ltv1, for
nuclear export.
The most critical steps for SSU processome maturation are the cleavages of the A1 and
A2 sites, formation of the central pseudoknot and removal of the 5’ ETS particle. This
requires the base-pairing of U3 snoRNA and the central pseudoknot sequences to be
unwound. This is partially catalyzed by the DEAH-box helicase Dhr1 (also known as
Ecm16) (Sardana et al. 2015). The structure of the SSU processome obtained from
Dhr1-depleted cells (Sun et al. 2017) looks nearly identical to SSU processomes
purified from starved cells (Barandun et al. 2017), where Dhr1 and its cofactor Utp14
(Sardana et al. 2014) are present (Fig. 5.4E). It is possible that conformational changes
have to occur in order for the helicase to engage its substrate.
This transition may require the concerted activity of ATPases, such as Dhr1, Dhr2, Has1
and Rok1, and the GTPase Bms1. In structures of the SSU processome, U3-pre-rRNA
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duplexes are heavily protected by a number of ribosome assembly factors. Any access
to those RNA duplexes by helicases will require a significant conformational change. It
is possible that conformational changes that lead to those processing events could be
brought about by Bms1 in a GTP-dependent mechanism. Bms1 is strategically located
at the core of the SSU processome between pre-18S domains and makes extensive
contact with many factors that pierce through the particle. It is interesting that the
GTPase site of Bms1 is solvent exposed in the SSU processome structures (Fig. 5.4D).
GTPases typically require a GTPase activating protein (GAP) to stimulate GTPase
activity. Bms1 would therefore be ideally positioned to be regulated by a trans-acting
GAP. No such factor has been identified, but this would provide an ideal checkpoint for
early small subunit maturation. Cleavage at the protected A1 site by Utp24, may follow
U3-pre-rRNA duplex unwinding.
It should be noted that the role of GTP hydrolysis by Bms1 has not been characterized
and may be required prior to the formation of the SSU processome. However, for
several ATPases and GTPases of ribosome assembly, such as Rio1, Rio2, Nog2, Lsg1
and Efl1, nucleotidase activity results in the dissociation of these factors (Finch et al.
2011; Ferreira-Cerca et al. 2012, 2014; Matsuo et al. 2014; Malyutin et al. 2017)
Concomitant to the dramatic rearrangement of pre-18S domains, and the association of
ribosomal proteins and late ribosome assembly factors, the entire 5’ETS particle has to
be removed and degraded, a critical step to recycle ribosome assembly factors. This is
thought be accomplished by the exosome, given that mutations to the exosome core or
its associated cofactors lead to dramatic accumulation of the cleaved 5’ ETS (Allmang
et al. 2000). The mechanism by which this process is regulated is not fully understood,
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but the SSU processome contains several domains that could recruit the RNA
degradation machinery, providing some insights into how the exosome could be
recruited.
Just like the large subunit assembly factor Nop53, UtpB-complex subunit Utp18
contains an Arch Interacting Motif (AIM), which can bind the noncatalytic domain of the
exosome-associated helicase Mtr4 (Thoms et al. 2015) (Fig. 5.4E). This helicase binds
the exosome and has a role in unwinding RNA elements and feeding these to the
catalytic sites of the nuclear exosome (De la Cruz et al. 1998). Furthermore, two factors
of the SSU processome, Sas10 and Lcp5, contain domains that have high homologies
to the exosome cofactor Rrp47 (Costello et al. 2011) (Fig. 5.4E). However, unlike in the
large subunit maturation pathway where recruitment of the exosome is used for precise
processing of the 5.8S rRNA, here the recruitment is thought to lead to the degradation
of the entire 5’ ETS.
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Figure 5.4 Maturation of the SSU processome into a pre-40S particle. (A-C)
Comparative views of the domains of the 18S rRNA in the SSU processome (PDB:
5WLC, 5WYJ) and the mature small subunit (PDB: 4V88). Domains have to undergo
large rotational movement in order to adopt their mature conformation as shown in (B).
In (B), 18S domains in their SSU processome conformation are transparent. (D) View of
Bms1 and its exposed GTPase site in the context of the SSU processome. (E) Cartoon
representation of Utp18, Sas10, Lcp5 and Utp14 in the SSU processome. Utp18, Sas10
and Lcp5 are involved in recruiting the RNA degradation machinery through their AIM
motif or the Sas10 domains respectively. Utp14 is bound to Dhr1, which is flexibly
attached to the particle.
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5.3 Maturation of the large subunit processome
Our study of large subunit processome assembly raises multiple questions concerning
its further maturation. Our data suggests that 5’ and 3’ processing is required for further
maturation of the particle into a nucleolar pre-60S particle (Fig. 4.5B, C), and that this
process requires more than cleavage at the 3’ end, suggesting another step may be
required for maturation of the large subunit processome.
The structure of the nucleolar pre-60S has shown that it is composed of a stable core
composed of the 5.8S, ITS2 and domains I and II of the 25S, bound by several
ribosome assembly factors as well as ribosomal proteins adopting their mature positions
(Kater et al. 2017; Sanghai et al. 2018). A significant portion of the particles also have
domain VI in its mature position. This conformation is mutually exclusive with the
presence of the 3’ ETS or ITS1, which would clash in the observed conformation of the
particle.
Similar to the small subunit processome, the transition from co-transcriptional
assemblies of the large subunit to a bonafide pre-60S is still poorly understood. The
presence in the earliest large subunit precursors of Rrp5, Noc1 and Noc2, which are
absent from the nucleolar pre-60S, makes it tempting to speculate that 5’ and 3’
processing may be coupled to their removal. Early large subunit intermediates recruit
several ATPases, including the DEAD-box proteins Dbp9, Has1, Drs1 and Mak5, all of
which are essential. Their role in large subunit assembly is still uncharacterized but they
could be involved in remodeling the early large subunit particles.
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Lastly, structures of the nucleolar and nuclear pre-60S particles have shown that Erb1
and Nop53 employ a similar motif to bind to the surface of Nop7 (Wu et al. 2016; Kater
et al. 2017; Sanghai et al. 2018). This is thought to prevent premature recruitment of the
Mtr4-exosome by Nop53, which processes ITS2 in the nucleus (Thoms et al. 2015;
Kater et al. 2017; Sanghai et al. 2018). Removal of Erb1 should be performed by the
AAA+ protein Mdn1, which acts on its interactor Ytm1 through its ubiquitin-like fold
(Baßler et al. 2010). It is currently unknown however how Mdn1 is prevented from acting
on its substrate prematurely. Ytm1 is recruited to the pre-rRNA in the earliest steps of
large subunit pre-rRNA transcription. Mdn1 was shown to be a SUMO-directed enzyme
in mammalian cells (Raman et al. 2016). High levels of SUMOylation in early subunit
precursors (Fig. 4.2C) might contribute to the recruitment of Mdn1 to these particles for
their remodeling. It will be interesting to determine how Mdn1 engages the nucleolar
pre-60S to understand this step in the early maturation of the large subunit.

5.4 Evolutionary origins factors of ribosome biogenesis
The structure of the small subunit processome has provided us with insights of the
evolution of ribosome assembly factors. Ribosome assembly intermediates represent
another example of eukaryotic superstructures, which have been described as large
protein assembly specific to eukaryotic cells (Makarova et al. 2005). These include the
nuclear pore complex (NPC), pre-initiation complexes of eukaryotic RNA polymerase,
and the spliceosome, among others. The small subunit processome, like many of these
structures, makes extensive use of similar folds, particularly β-propellers and helical
repeats such as HEAT repeats, to perform an impressive diversity of functions. The
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large multi-subunit complexes UtpA and UtpB represent a good example of this, using
their combined 17 β-propeller domains to perform various stabilizing functions in the
SSU processome, including mediating protein-protein interactions and stabilizing RNA
elements of the SSU processome (Fig. 3.14, 3.15). Our discovery of structural and
sequence homology between helical repeats present in both UtpA and UtpB points to
their common origin (Fig. 3.5, 5.5A, B)
Structures of the early intermediates of ribosome biogenesis have also revealed that
several ribosome assembly factors mimic components of the translation machinery to
perform chaperoning functions. One example is the presence of Sas10 in the binding
site of rpS30. While, Sas10 is multi-modular protein, its C-terminus mimics a loop-helix
turn of rpS30 to bind helix 17 of the 5’ domain of the 18S.
Ribosome assembly factors also use similar folds to proteins involved in translation to
perform new functions. For instance, two factors that are necessary for both small and
large subunit processing are homologs of the ribosomal protein Rpl1, which is
conserved from bacteria to higher eukaryotes. In the bacteria Thermus Thermophilus,
Rpl1 binds the 23S rRNA, in the large subunit. From this ancestral protein, paralogs
have appeared in eukaryotes and use a similar binding surface to assist ribosome
biogenesis (Fig. 5.5C-E). Utp30 and Cic1 use a similar fold to stabilize h41 of the pre18S and ITS2 respectively. Interestingly, these two proteins have also developed a new
binding surface, which is used to interact with Rrt14 in the case of Utp30, and with
another region of ITS2, in Cic1. The peptide of Rrt14, which contacts Utp30, has a ProX-Pro-X-Pro motif which may be mimicking the ribose groups of RNA (Fig. 5.5C).
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Our structure also revealed the architecture of the GTPase Bms1, which shares
homology with translational GTPases and with another small subunit biogenesis factor,
Tsr1 (McCaughan et al. 2016). This represents another example of proteins involved in
normal translation function, such as eEF1A, being functionalized for the assembly of the
ribosome (Fig. 5.5F-H). While a different class of GTPase, there are also similarities
between the architectures of Nog1 and Bms1 (Wu et al. 2016), with a core GTPase
domain flanked by linker regions anchoring the proteins into their respective particles.
More broadly, studies of the assembly of the small and large subunit processome have
revealed somewhat different mechanisms in the biogenesis of the small and large
ribosomal subunits. Small subunit biogenesis involves from its start the extensive
coordination of all domains of the 18S, mostly organized by the 5’ ETS and its
associated factors. This provides a rigid scaffold on which domains of the 18S can be
individually matured. Later stages in maturation will involve the controlled removal of
this scaffold and the formation of a pseudo-mature state for the rRNA.
Conversely, structures of pre-60S intermediates and the assembly of the large subunit
processome have suggested that large subunit biogenesis is more modular and does
not involve a similarly central scaffold. While a similar number of factors are involved,
large subunit assembly factors bind and dissociate the pre-60S and multiple waves,
defining many distinct sites. Small subunit biogenesis involves the coordinated actions
of most factors in its early biogenesis, after which only few new factors participate. This
difference between large and small subunit maturations might reflect the greater size of
the large subunit, which may not allow for the presence of several folds in mass of
assembly factor bound to the precursors of the large subunit.
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Figure 5.5 Homology between ribosome assembly factors. (A) Secondary structure
diagram of the UtpB and UtpA tetramers, including the homologous C-terminal repeats
(B) Cartoon representation of these homologous C-terminal helical bundles and
superposition of their structure (C) Cartoon representation of Utp30 bound to the pre18S and Rrt14 within the SSU processome (D) Cartoon representation of Cic1 bound to
Nop15 and ITS2 within the Nog2 particle (E) Cartoon representation of bacteria Rpl1
bound to the 23S rRNA. (F-H) Structure of Bms1 (PDB 5WLC), Tsr1 (PDB 6FAI) and
eEF1A (PDB 5O8W) with their GTPase site highlighted with either pink (active) or grey
(inactive) spheres.
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5.5 Emerging regulatory mechanisms of ribosome assembly
Translation and ribosome assembly have been long-known targets of the TOR complex,
but recent insights have shown the extent to which all parts of the assembly are
targeted by this pathway. With the goal of purifying small subunit processome particles,
we have uncovered a mechanism by which small subunit biogenesis is halted under
nutrient stress. This is consistent with similar data from the study of total pre-rRNA
under various stress conditions, including nutrient starvation, heat and cold shock, or
rapamycin treatment (Talkish et al. 2016; Kos-Braun et al. 2017). The accumulation of a
nucleolar particle under stress conditions was also described in the large subunit
pathway (Sanghai et al. 2018). Accumulation of these particles can be linked with the
accumulation of 23 and 27S species that have been observed under similar conditions.
The accumulation of such species was shown to not only be dependent on the TOR
pathway, but also CK2, which happens to interact with the SSU processome factor
UtpC to regulate ribosomal protein gene expression (Fig. 5.6).
The accumulation of nucleolar particles in ribosome biogenesis represents a new
pathway by which TOR regulates ribosome assembly. However, the mechanism by
which this process is modulated is still unclear. Sch9, a known downstream effector of
TOR has been tied to ribosome biogenesis but the halting of ribosome assembly can
still occur in its absence (Kos-Braun et al. 2017). It is tempting to speculate that the
presence or absence of post-translational modifications on ribosome assembly factors
may allow or prevent the normal maturation of the pre-ribosomal particles. No such
factor or modification has been linked with this phenomenon.
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Figure 5.6 Updated view of regulation of ribosome biogenesis by the TOR and
CK2 pathways. TOR is the master regulator of ribosome biogenesis. TOR affects Kns1
and Sch9, which regulate RNAP III transcription, RNAP II transcription of ribosomal
protein genes, and RNAP I transcription of pre-rRNA. RNAP I can be silenced by
dimerization which prevents Rrn3 association. Sch9/CK2 also regulate the further
maturation of the SSU processome and the LSU processome.
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5.6 Implications on human diseases
The diversity of diseases caused by defects in ribosome assembly has provided an
additional need for a better mechanistic understanding of ribosome biogenesis.
(Sondalle and Baserga 2014; Robson et al. 2016). The structure of the small subunit
processome has now allowed us to map some mutations tied to specific ribosompathies
in a structural context (Fig. 5.8A-C). In particular, two residues near the Bms1-rpS23
interface have been implicated in human diseases. While one residue is positioned in a
dynamic loop of rpS23 (Paolini et al. 2017) (Fig. 5.8D, E,G), the other is located within
Bms1 (Marneros 2013) and interacts with rpS23 (Fig. 5.8F). It is tempting to speculate
that mutations in either of these residues may affect the structural transitions required
for the resulting incorporation of rpS23 into the mature small ribosomal subunit.
A recent study has revealed the mechanism of pathogenesis for another related
ribosomopathy, Diamond-Blackfan anemia, which is characterized by low white-blood
cell counts (Khajuria et al. 2018). Reduced levels of ribosome production did not result
in different ribosomes but lead to an overall decrease in translation levels. This affected
certain transcripts preponderantly, including a transcription factor associated with the
hematopoietic differentiation program, which resulted in the anemia. This theory
however fails to explain why mutations in other ribosome assembly factors, or
components of the ribosome, lead to such a wide variety of syndromes. Future work will
need to detail how mutations causing other ribosomopathies lead to such different
symptoms.
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Figure 5.7 Structural context of proteins implicated in ribosomopathies. (A-C)
Three views of the SSU processome (grey), related by 120-degree rotations. Proteins
associated with ribosomopathies are highlighted in colors as follows: Emg1 (yellow,
orange), Utp4 (blue), rpS23 (pale-yellow), rpS14 (red), rpS7 (green), Bms1 (violet), and
Utp14 (cyan). (D and E) Comparative views of rpS23 (pale-yellow) in the context of the
SSU processome (D) and the mature small subunit (E). (D) View of rpS23 (pale-yellow)
in the context of the SSU processome. Utp11 (blue), Bms1 (violet) and pre-18S rRNA
(light-grey) are shown. A loop of rpS23 (residues 58-70) is shown in orange. Arginine 69
(R69) of rpS23 and its interaction partners are depicted as sticks, G568 of pre-18S
rRNA is highlighted in green. (E) View of rpS23 in the context of the mature small
ribosomal subunit (PDB 4V88). RpS23 (pale-yellow), rpS30 (blue) and 18S rRNA (lightgrey) are shown. A loop of rpS23 (residues 58-70) is colored orange. Arginine 69 (R69)
and Aspartate 116 (D116) are depicted as sticks and nucleotide G568 is highlighted in
green. (F) Structural context of Bms1 arginine 833 (human R930) in the SSU
processome. Bms1 (violet) and rpS23 (pale-yellow) are shown. Arginine 833 and its
interacting residues are shown as sticks. (G) Superposition of rpS23 in the context of
the mature small ribosomal subunit (pale-green) and the SSU processome (paleyellow). Loops that adopt different conformations (loop1 and loop2) are highlighted in
darker shades.
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5.7 Summary and outlook
While the factors needed for ribosome biogenesis have been known for decades, there
had been a lack of knowledge on their function, and the timing of their involvement in
ribosome assembly. This body of work, and that of others, has elucidated the
association of more than 120 factors to the pre-rRNA. Combined with structures of
nucleolar intermediates for both small and large subunit assembly, it offers a clearer
view of early ribosome biogenesis. However, much remains to be learned.
Several factors, which are transiently associated with the nascent pre-rRNA, are not
part of the later particle which have been characterized structurally. Furthermore, cryoEM, which has been used to study all intermediates of ribosome assembly, is an
ensemble approach, which leaves several flexible regions unresolved in the
reconstruction. For instance, more than one megadalton of ribosome assembly factors
could not be seen in the structures of the SSU processome. Other approaches will have
to be used to characterize the more dynamic steps of the early assembly of nucleolar
pre-ribosomal particles.
The wealth of structural information available for later intermediates of ribosome
biogenesis, particularly in large subunit assembly, combined with genetic and
biochemical data, presents us with a clear picture of the last cytoplasmic steps in the
formation of the ribosome. Conversely, information concerning the transitions between
nucleolar and nuclear particles is still lacking. The concerted action of several enzymes,
RNA helicases, ATPases and GTPases, is required for this transition. The study of the
activity of these enzymes will likely provide us with some clues as to the mechanisms
that underlie later nucleolar maturation.
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Finally, new modes of regulation of ribosome assembly have surfaced from recent
results, including ours. The master regulator Tor and the kinase CK2 have been shown
to be the main signaling controllers in this pathway but the mechanism in still unclear.
Enzymes involved in the transition between nucleolar and later particles seem like ideal
targets to halt or resume ribosome assembly, but extensive characterization of
downstream targets of Tor will have to be done to elucidate the mechanism of this
process. Given the importance of ribosome biogenesis in overall cellular health, and its
involvement in human diseases, including cancer, a clearer mechanistic perspective of
ribosome assembly and its regulation will be essential.
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Chapter VI - Methods

6.1 Molecular cloning
All molecular cloning was done using either DH5α or Stbl3 cells. The full list of
constructs used for the study of early ribosome biogenesis can be found in Table 6.1

Cloning of RNA sequences
Ribosomal RNA sequences were amplified directly for BY4741 yeast genomic DNA.
Sequences corresponding to all constructs used in Chapter II and IV from
Saccharomyces cerevisiae rDNA were cloned downstream of the Gal1 promoter of a
derivative of pESC URA (Agilent Technologies) containing five copies of the MS2
aptamer tag at the 5’ or 3´ end. Constructs containing sequences of the 25S carry a
northern blot tag to track specifically the fate of those transcripts (Beltrame and
Tollervey 1992). For some constructs, the hatchet ribozyme is located at the 3’ end of
the RNA (Li et al. 2015).

Cloning of FLAG-H14-sbp-3c-MS2
A mutant of the MS2 phage coat protein, which lacks two residues required for
oligomerization (LeCuyer et al. 1995) was cloned into a derivative of pRSFDuet1
containing an N-terminal FLAG-H14-sbp tag followed by a 3C protease site.
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Table 6.1 Plasmids used for this body of work. Antibiotic resistance for bacteria or
yeast (if applicable) carried by each plasmid are indicated.
PLASMID

PROMOTER - GENE OF INTEREST

NAME

BACT.

YEAST

RESIS.

RESIS.

SOURCE

PRSD70

pRSFDUET_T7::FLAG-H14-sbp-3c-MS2

Kan

-

Chapter II

PSKD3

pRSFDUET_T7::pelB-3K1K-H10

Kan

-

All

PSKD19

pRSFDUET_T7:: H14-SUMO-SAVSBPM18

Kan

-

All

PSKB186

pRDN-hygl

Amp

URA/LEU

Chernoff et al. 1994

PSKB187

pRDN4

Amp

LEU/TRP

Chernoff et al. 1994

PSKB202

pMS2x5-RDN4

Amp

LEU/TRP

Chernoff et al. 1994

PSKB42

pESC_Gal1::MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter II/IV

PSKB78

pESC_Gal1::MS2x5_5’ETS

Amp

URA

Chapter II

PSKB117

pESC_Gal1:: 5’ETS_ MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter II

PSKB221

pESC_Gal1:: 5’ETS-5’ domain_ MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter II

PSKB222

pESC_Gal1:: 5’ETS-central domain_ MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter II

PSKB223

pESC_Gal1:: 5’ETS-3’ major domain_ MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter II

PSKB224

pESC_Gal1:: 5’ETS-3’ minor domain_ MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter II

PSKB259

pESC_Gal1:: 5’ETS-ITS1_ MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter II

PSKB347

pESC_Gal1:: A3-domain I_25Stag_ MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

PSKB355

pESC_Gal1:: A3-domain II_ 25Stag _MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

PSKB356

pESC_Gal1:: A3-domain III_ 25Stag _MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

PSKB357

pESC_Gal1:: A3-domain IV_25Stag _MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

PSKB358

pESC_Gal1:: A3-domain V_25Stag _MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

PSKB349

pESC_Gal1:: A3-domain VI_25Stag _MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

PSKB419

pESC_Gal1:: A3-B0_25Stag _MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

PSKB364

pESC_Gal1:: A3-FL_25Stag _MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

PSKB286

pESC_Gal1:: D-domain I_25Stag _MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

PSKB346

pESC_Gal1:: A2-domain I_25Stag _MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

PSKB471

pESC_Gal1:: MS2x5_A3-FL_25Stag

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

PSKB472

pESC_Gal1:: A3-domain VI_25Stag_hatchet

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

_MS2x5
PSKB473

pESC_Gal1:: A3-B0_25Stag _hatchet_MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

PSKB474

pESC_Gal1:: A3-FL_25Stag _hatchet_MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter IV

PSKB482

pESC_Gal1:: 5.8S-FL_25Stag _ MS2x5

Amp

URA

Chapter IV
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6.2 Recombinant protein purification and affinity resin generation
Expression and purification of FLAG-H14-sbp-3c-MS2
RIL cells carrying pRSFDuet1-FLAG-H14-sbp-3c-MS2 were grown at 37 °C in 2xYT
with 30 µg/ml kanamycin to OD600 of 2.0. Overexpression of the fusion protein was
induced with 1 mM IPTG for 20 hours at 20 °C. Cells were pelleted and resuspended in
lysis buffer (20 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.7, 500 mM NaCl, 0.1 % Triton) and lysed using a cell
disrupter at 30 kPsi and the lysate was cleared by centrifugation at 40’000xg for 30
minutes. The cleared lysate was incubated with IMAC affinity resin for 1 hr. The resin
was washed with 60 column volumes of lysis buffer and 40 column volumes of washing
buffer (20 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.7, 500 mM NaCl). The sbp-MS2 fusion was eluted with 2
column volumes of elution buffer (20 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.7, 500 mM NaCl, 300 mM
imidazole) and dialyzed overnight at 4 °C against 20 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.7, 500 mM
NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10 % glycerol. The protein was aliquoted, frozen in liquid nitrogen,
and stored at -80 °C until further use.

Expression and purification of anti-GFP nanobody
RIL cells carrying pSKD3 (pRSFDUET-pelB-3K1K-H10) were grown at 37 °C in 2xYT
with 30 µg/ml kanamycin to OD600 of 2.0. Overexpression of the fusion protein was
induced with 1 mM IPTG for 20 hours at 28 °C. Cells were pelleted and resuspended in
lysis buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.7, 500 mM NaCl, 0.1 % Triton) supplemented with 1X
Pepstatin, 1X PMSF, 1X E-64, and DNase. Cells were subsequently lysed using a cell
disrupter at 30 kPsi and the lysate was cleared by centrifugation at 40,000 x g for 30
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minutes. The cleared lysate was supplemented with 30 mM imidazole and passed twice
over a 5 mL IMAC His-Trap column. The column was washed with 30 mL of lysis buffer
supplemented with 60 mM imidazole. The nanobody was eluted with 20 mL of lysis
buffer supplemented with 300 mM imidazole. The 20 mL elution was then concentrated
to 5 mL with a 10 kDa M.W cutoff concentrator (Pall), and injected over a HiLoad
Superdex 75 gel filtration column that has been previously equilibrated in 1X PBS
supplemented with 500 mM NaCl. The soluble fraction of the protein eluted at a
retention volume of 75 mL (total column volume is 125 mL). The protein peak was finally
concentrated to 5 mg/mL for resin coupling.

Expression and purification of Streptavidin variant: SAVSBPM18
RIL cells carrying pSKD19 (pRSFDUET-H14-SUMO-SAVSBPM18) were grown at 37
°C in 2xYT with 30 µg/ml kanamycin to OD600 of 2.0. Overexpression of the fusion
protein was induced with 1 mM IPTG for 20 hours at 28 °C. Cells were pelleted and
resuspended in lysis buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.7, 500 mM NaCl, 0.1 % Triton)
supplemented with 1X Pepstatin, 1X PMSF, 1X E-64, and DNase. Cells were
subsequently lysed using a cell disrupter at 30 kPsi and the lysate was cleared by
centrifugation at 40,000 x g for 30 minutes. The cleared lysate was supplemented with
30 mM imidazole and passed twice over a 5 mL IMAC His-Trap column. The column
was washed with 30 mL of lysis buffer supplemented with 60 mM Imidazole. The
nanobody was eluted with 20 mL of lysis buffer supplemented with 300 mM imidazole.
The 20 mL elution was then concentrated to 5 mL with a 30 kDa M.W cutoff
concentrator (Pall), and injected over a HiLoad Superdex 200 gel filtration column that
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had been equilibrated in 1X PBS supplemented with 500 mM NaCl. The soluble fraction
of the protein eluted at a retention volume of 70 mL (total column volume is 125 mL).
The protein peak was finally concentrated to 10 mg/mL for resin coupling.

Coupling of nanobody or streptavidin to NHS-sepharose resin
To couple any protein, nanobody or streptavidin, to NHS-sepharose resin, the same
protocol was used, only adjusting the desired concentration of protein. One volume of
NHS-sepharose slurry was poured in a 50 mL conical tube. This usually corresponded
to 75-80% beads and isopropanol. The slurry was spun down 1 min at 1000 rpm on a
table centrifuge. The isopropanol was discarded and the resin was subsequently
activated by 1 volume (relative to the beads) of freshly prepared, cold 1 mM HCl. The
resin was resuspended in the acid and spun down again 1 min at 1000 rpm. The resin
was then washed with 1 volume of 1X PBS supplemented with 500 mM NaCl and spun
down one last time. After discarding the buffer, one half volume of protein was added to
the resin at twice the target concentration (e.g. 10 mL of resin is incubated with 5 mL of
nanobdy at a concentration of 5 mg/mL for a final concentration of 2.5 mg/mL of resin).
The sepharose was then incubated with the protein overnight at 4 °C. The coupling
reaction is quenched the next morning by spinning down the resin, removing the liquid,
adding 1 volume of quenching buffer (100 mM Tris, 500 mM NaCl) and incubating 1-3
hours at 4 C. The sepharose was then washed 10 times with 4 volumes of washing
buffer (100 mM Tris pH 7.7, 500 mM NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100) and 3 times with 4
volumes of quenching buffer. The beads are stored in a 1:1 slurry of beads and
quenching buffer at 4 °C in 2 mL screw cap tubes.
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6.3 Yeast strains and yeast genetic methods
All strains used in this body of work, unless specified otherwise, are derivatives of
BY4741. The full list of strains used can be found in Table 6.2.

Genetic transformation of yeast cells
Transformation of genetic material in yeast was done with the following procedure.
Yeast cells were grown in 10 mL of YPD supplemented with ampicillin per
transformation reaction. These cultures were inoculated to an OD of approximately 0.1
and grown 6-8 hours to an OD of 0.5, at which point they were spun down at 2000 x g
for 2 minutes. The yeast was washed with water twice and once in 1X TE plus 0.1M
LiOAc. The transformation-competent yeast was finally resuspended in 50 µL of 1X TE
plus 0.1M LiOAc per transformation reaction. Transforming DNA, either for plasmid
transformation, C-terminal gene tagging or gene integration, and 50 µg of salmon sperm
DNA was added to the 50 µL of yeast. The transformation reaction was supplemented
with 300 µL of 40% PEG + 1X TE + 0.1M LiOAC and incubated 30 min at 30°C and
heat-shocked 15 min at 42 °C. Plasmid transformation reactions were then directly
plated on the appropriate selection plate, including antibiotic resistance. Genomic
integration or C-terminal tagging reactions were recovered, regardless of selection
marker, 2 to 4 hours at 30 °C in YPD with ampicillin before being spun down,
resuspended in 1X TE and plated on the appropriate selection plate.
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For plasmid transformations, the yeast was simply incubated with approximately 1 µg of
the pure plasmid.
For C-terminal gene tagging, the yeast was incubated with a PCR amplicon of the tag
and selection marker flanked by, on the 5’ end, the last 50 bp of the gene (excluding the
STOP codon) and, on the 3’ end, 50 bp of sequences approximately 100 bp
downstream of the gene. 100-200 µL of PCR reaction was purified using the reaction
clean-up kit, and used wholly for transformation. Primers used for genetic tagging of all
strains used in this body work are listed in table 6.3.
For genetic integration, the integrant was cloned into a vector containing 2 sequences of
a non-essential genetic locus (Pep4 or Prb1). Between those sites, the gene of interest
was cloned under the relevant promoter. A selection marker is also present between the
2 homology regions. 5-10 µg of this vector was then cut using restriction sites flanking
the homology regions, cleaned by gel band extraction or using the reaction clean-up kit,
and used wholly for transformation.

To test the viability of rRNA modifications, the strain L-1491, containing only one copy of
rDNA located on a plasmid, was used (Chernoff et al. 1994). Five copies of the MS2
aptamer were inserted at the 5´ end of rDNA in plasmid pRDN4 to generate pMS2x5RDN4. Plasmid shuffling was used to generate strain YSK145 from strain L-1491 and
pMS2x5-RDN4.
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Table 6.2 List of yeast strains used in this body of work.
YSK NAME ALT NAME
GENOTYPE
YSK77
Utp10-T3
MATa his3Δ leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0
UTP10-3myc-tev-GFP-3FLAG::HphMX4
YSK76
Utp1-T3
MATa his3Δ leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0 UTP13myc-tev-GFP-3FLAG::HphMX4
YSK89
rrp9-T3
MATa his3Δ leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0 RRP93myc-tev-GFP-3FLAG::HphMX4
YSK111
L-1491
MATa adel-14 his7-1 leu2-3, lys2-L864 trplA1 ura3-52 bearing pRDN-hygl [URA3 LEU2d rdn-hyg1 rdn-ani1]
YSK114
L-1496
MATa adel-14 his7-1 leu2-3, lys2-L864 trplA1 ura3-52 bearing pRDN4 [TRP1 LEU2-d
rdn4]
YSK145
L-1496
MATa adel-14 his7-1 leu2-3, lys2-L864 trplpMS2
A1 ura3-52 bearing pMS2x5-RDN4 [TRP1
LEU2-d rdn4]
YSK232
UTP1-T3/
MATa his3Δ leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0 UTP1Kre33-sbp
3myc-TEV-GFP-3FLAG::HphMX4
Kre33linker-sbp::kanMX6
YSK187

MS2-3cGFP
Cic1-sbp

Utp10 R

391

Utp1 F

392

Utp1 R

494

Rrp9 F

495

Rrp9 R

1069

Kre33 F

1070

Kre33 R

1244

Cic1 F

1245

Cic1 R

Chapter II
Chapter II
Chernoff
et
al.
1994
Chernoff
et
al.
1994
Chapter II
Chapter
III

MATa his3Δ leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0 Chapter
pep4::kanMX6-iMultiyeast-NLS-HA-MS2-3cIV
GFP Cic1-linker-sbp::kanMX6

Table 6.3 List of primers used for genetic tagging.
PRIMER PRIMER SEQUENCE
NUMBER NAME
489
Utp10 F TCAAGGTTGTTGAAAACGTTTTAGGGGAACCTTTTGAT
511

SOURCE
Chapter II

AGGTATTTAGATACGCTGCAGGTCGACGGATCC
CTATCACGAATGAATAACAATATTTTCAATGAAAGATTT
CGTTCAACAGCGGCAGATCCGCGGCCGCATAGG
CTAATGAAAATGATTCCAGTGATGAAGAAGAAAATGAG
AAAGAGCTTCCTACGCTGCAGGTCGACGGATCC
TTTGTTGATATTAAATACAAATGTAATGCTTTATATAGT
TCTATACTTGGGGCAGATCCGCGGCCGCATAGG
CAGGTGCCAGAAATGGTATATATTCAGCTGTCATTGA
CCAAACAGGCTTTACGCTGCAGGTCGACGGATCC
TTATTTCTATATACTTGGGAGCCGGAGCCGCTTTGCG
TTCTGAGAGAGTGGGCAGATCCGCGGCCGCATAGG
AAGAGATGAAAGCTATGAAAAAACCAAGAAAGTCTAA
AAAGGCTGCAAATACGCTGCAGGTCGACGGATCC
TGTAAAGGTTCAAACATCAACTATGTTTCTATTCTATA
TTATTGTACAAAGGCAGATCCGCGGCCGCATAGG
AGCTTGAAAAAGAATCTAGCGAGTCAGAAGCTGTCAA
GAAGGCTAAAAGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACGGATCC
TATATAGATATATACATATGCACCGCACTCTATGAAAT
TCAAATTTTTTTGGCAGATCCGCGGCCGCATAGG
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6.4 Expression and purification of yeast ribosome biogenesis complexes
Expression of truncated pre-rRNA fragment
Partially reconstituted small subuit processome intermediates were purified from yeast
strains bearing one GFP tag on either Utp10, Utp1 or Rrp9. These strains were grown
to saturation in YPD from glycerol stock and inoculated at an OD of 0.1 for plasmidbased transformation (see above). Plasmid used were based on the pESC_URA
system and contained pre-ribosomal RNA fragments starting at the 5’ end of the 5’ ETS
and stopping at several sites in the first half of the pre-ribosomal RNA. These RNAs
also contained either 5’ or 3’ tags, consisting of 5 repeats of the MS2 aptamer. The
transcript was placed under a galactose promoter and upstream of the CYC terminator.
After 3-4 days, or when yeast colonies were approximately 1 mm in diameter or more,
several yeast colonies were picked and grown in fully synthetic medium containing 2%
glucose, 100 µg/mL of ampicillin, no URA (but supplemented with LEU, HIS, and TRP)
and 400 µg/mL hygromycin B, to saturation. Small cultures were subsequently used to
inoculate 100-300 mL of fully synthetic medium containing 2% raffinose, ampicillin, no
URA and 200 µg/mL hygromycin B. These 100-300 mL cultures were grown to
saturation at 30 °C and were used to inoculate 1.5-6L of the same medium. Large
cultures were grown to approximately OD=1.0 (between OD 0.5 and 1.5) and 2%
galactose were added to them. Cultures were left 16 hrs at 30 °C to induce after which
they were harvested. Cultures were spun down at 4000 x g for 4 min, then washed with
cold water, spun again, and washed one last time with 1 volume (approx. 25 mL) of cold
water supplemented with 1X Pepstatin, 1X PMSF and 1X E-64. Pellets were then frozen
as “noodles” and stored at -80 °C until cryo-milling.
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For large subunit processome intermediates, a different approach was used. Plasmids
were transformed in a strain baring a C-terminal sbp-tag on Cic1 and expressing NLSMS2-3c-GFP under a galactose promoter. Growth, induction and harvesting procedures
were the same.
Cryo-milling of harvested yeast pellets.
All purifications of pre-ribosomal complexes were performed using cryo-milling as lysis
method for the yeast cells. Noodles of yeast pellets were placed in the appropriate
grinding jar, that was preemptively chilled with liquid nitrogen. For 5 to 15 g of noodles,
a 50 mL jar was used with 3 grinding balls. For 16 to 50 g of noodles, the 125 mL jar
was used with 10 grinding balls. The noodles were ground with a Retsch cryo-mill
PM100, 4 times 3 minutes at 300 rpm, changing direction every 1 minute. Between
cycles, the jar was placed back into liquid nitrogen and quickly opened to resuspend all
solidified powder at the bottom and on the sides of the jar with a liquid nitrogen-cooled
spatula. The powder was store at -80 °C and used for purification within 2-3 days of
grinding.
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Purification of pre-ribosomal complexes assembled on truncated pre-rRNA
For small subunit processome intermediates, cryo-ground yeast powder from was
resuspended in buffer A (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.7 (20 °C), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA,
0.1% Triton-X100, PMSF, Pepstatin, E-64) at a ratio of 10 mL per gram of powder, and
cleared by centrifugation at 4 °C, 40,000 x g for 10 min. The cleared lysate was
incubated with anti-GFP beads at a ratio of 100 µL of beads per gram of powder for 2
hours at 4 °C on a nutator. Beads were pelleted by centrifugation at 4 °C for 1 min at
130 x g. After 3 washes in buffer A, the immobilized SSU processome was incubated
with TEV protease at 4 °C for 1 hour. After protease cleavage, the supernatant was
applied to five times less streptavidin beads than anti-GFP beads, and incubated in
buffer B (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.7 (20 °C), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA) for 1 hour at 4 °C.
Beads were subsequently washed four times in buffer B and the complex was eluted in
the same buffer, supplemented with 5 mM D-Biotin. Composition of the SSU
processome was analyzed on a 4-12% SDS-PAGE gradient gel and by LC-MS.
For large subunit processome intermediates, the procedure was the same except for
the ratio of streptavidin beads to anti-GFP beads used was of 1 to 3, instead of 1 to 5.

Purification of small subunit processome particles
The SSU processome was endogenously purified from a genetically modified
Saccharomyces cerevisiae BY4741 strain containing a C-terminal cleavable GFP
tagged Utp1 (Utp1-3myc-TEV-GFP-3FLAG) and a streptavidin binding peptide tagged
Kre33 (Kre33-sbp).
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The described strain was grown at 30 °C in complete minimal medium containing 2%
(w/v) raffinose until an optical density of 0.6-1 was reached. Subsequently 2% (w/v)
galactose was added and the culture was grown to an optical density at 600 nm of 7.5
absorbance units. Cells were harvested at 4000 x g for 5 min, washed once with 1 L of
ice cold ddH2O and once with a volume of ddH2O supplemented with protease
inhibitors (E64, Pepstatin, PMSF) equal to the mass of the cell pellet. The final pellet
was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and lysed by cryogenic grinding using a Retsch
Planetary Ball Mill PM100. Cryo-ground powder was stored at -80 °C or used
immediately.
Cryo-ground yeast powder was resuspended in buffer A (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.7 (20
°C), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% Triton-X100, PMSF, Pepstatin, E-64) and
cleared by centrifugation at 4 °C, 40,000 x g for 10 min. Buffer A was identified in a
previous study, where suitable buffers were screened for the isolation of pre-ribosomal
particles. The cleared lysate was incubated with anti-GFP beads for 2 hours at 4 °C on
a nutator. Beads were pelleted by centrifugation at 4 °C for 1 min at 130 x g. After 3
washes in buffer A, the immobilized SSU processome was incubated with TEV protease
at 4 °C for 1 hour. After protease cleavage, the supernatant was applied to streptavidin
beads and incubated in buffer B (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.7 (20 °C), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM
EDTA) for 1 hour at 4 °C. Beads were subsequently washed four times in buffer B and
the complex was eluted in the same buffer, supplemented with 5 mM D-Biotin.
Composition of the SSU processome was analyzed on a 4-12% SDS-PAGE gradient
gel and by LC-MS.
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6.5 Protein analysis
SDS-PAGE
For compositional analysis of purified protein or protein complex, pure samples were
run on 4-12% or 4-20% ExpressPlus SDS-PAGE gel from Genscript, ran in MOPS-SDS
running buffer. The gels were subsequently stained in SYPRO-Ruby or Coomassie
Brilliant Blue.

Mass spectrometry analysis of partially reconstituted assembly intermediates
All mass spectrometry analyses were conducted on a minimum of two separate largescale experiments. These included 7 purifications from 7 different yeast strains as
shown in Fig. 2.3. The heat map shown in Fig. 2.3B corresponds to the sample that was
used for SDS-PAGE analysis shown in Fig. 2.3A.
Following isolation of approximately 5 µg of total protein, proteins were denatured in
urea and reduced prior to alkylation of cysteines with iodoacetamide. Proteins were
digested with LysC (Wako Chemicals) followed by trypsin (Promega) and desalted
(Rappsilber et al. 2003). Approximately 2 µg of each sample was injected for LC-MS/MS
analysis (QExactive Plus, Thermo Scientific). Peptides were separated using a 12 cm x
75 µm C18 column (Nikkyo Technos Co., Ltd. Japan) at a flow rate of 200 nL/min, with
a 5-40 % gradient over 100 minutes (buffer A 0.1 % formic acid, buffer B 0.1 % formic
acid in acetonitrile).
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LC-MS/MS data were analyzed using MaxQuant (version 1.5.0.30) and Perseus
software (version 1.5.0.9) (Cox and Mann 2008) searching against a Uniprot
Saccharomyces cerevisiae database (July 2014), allowing oxidation of methionine and
protein N-terminal acetylation, and filtering at a 1 % false discovery rate at the peptide
and protein level. The “match between runs” option was enabled. Protein abundances
are expressed as iBAQ (intensity-Based Absolute Quantitation) values (Schwanhüusser
et al. 2011) and used to generate heat maps representing protein abundance across the
constructs. For validation of gel band identities (Fig. 2.3), bands were excised, and
proteins digested in-gel with trypsin. Mass spectrometry was conducted as above,
except on an Orbitrap-XL mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific). Protein identities
were determined by maximal area-under-the-curve per band using Proteome
Discoverer 1.4 (Thermo Scientific) in conjunction with Mascot 2.5.1 (Matrix Science)
searching and filtering with Percolator at 1 % FDR.

Cross-linking and mass spectrometry analysis
Final elution fractions of tandem-affinity purified SSU processome samples (in 50 mM
HEPES-NaOH, pH 7.7 (4 °C), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM D-biotin) with an
absorbance of 0.5 mAU at 260 nm (Nanodrop 2000, Thermo Scientific) were pooled
(total volume 3 ml) and split into twenty 150-µL cross-linking reaction aliquots.
To each aliquot, 1.5 µL of disuccinimidylsuberate (DSS; 50 mM in DMSO, Creative
Molecules Inc.) was added to yield a final DSS concentration of 0.5 mM and samples
were cross-linked for 30 minutes at 25 °C with 450 rpm constant mixing. The reactions
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were quenched with 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (final concentration) and
precipitated by adding methanol (Alfa Aesar, LC-MS grade) to a final concentration of
90% followed by overnight incubation at -80 °C. Precipitated cross-linked SSU
processomes were collected in one tube by centrifugation at 21,000 x g, 4 °C for 30
minutes. The resulting pellet was washed three times with 1 ml cold 90% methanol, airdried and resuspended in 50 µL of 1X NuPAGE LDS buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
DSS cross-linked SSU processomes in LDS buffer were reduced with 25 mM DTT,
alkylated with 100 mM 2-chloroacetamide, separated by SDS-PAGE in three lanes of a
3-8% Tris-Acetate gel (NuPAGE, Thermo Fisher Scientific), and stained with
Coomassie-blue. The gel region corresponding to cross-linked complexes was sliced
and digested overnight with trypsin. After digestion, the peptide mixture was acidified
and extracted from the gel as previously described (Shi et al. 2014, 2015). Peptides
were fractionated offline by high pH reverse-phase chromatography, loaded onto an
EASY-Spray column (Thermo Fisher Scientific ES800: 15 cm × 75 µm ID, PepMap C18,
3 µm) via an EASY-nLC 1000, and gradient-eluted for online ESI-MS and MS/MS
analyses with a Q Exactive Plus mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). MS/MS
analyses of the top 8 precursors in each full scan used the following parameters:
resolution: 17,500 (at 200 Th); AGC target: 2 × 105; maximum injection time: 800 ms;
isolation width: 1.4 m/z; normalized collision energy: 24%; charge: 3–7; intensity
threshold: 2.5 × 103; peptide match: off; dynamic exclusion tolerance: 1,500 mmu.
Cross-linked peptides were identified from mass spectra by pLink51. All spectra were
manually verified as previously (Shi et al. 2014). Cross-links were visualized using
xiNET (Combe et al. 2015), are available online (Barandun et al. 2017)
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6.6 RNA Analysis
Northern Blotting of Total RNA
All analysis of cellular total RNA was done using the following approach. Approximately
0.1 g of yeast powder, or pellets corresponding to 30 mL of saturated culture, were
resuspended in 1 mL of TRIzol (Life Technologies) and extracted according to the
manufacturer’s instructions, as described below.
Yeast material was homogenized by extensive vortexing. If the yeast was already lysed
by cryo-milling, no further lysis was required. If the yeast had not been lysed,
approximately 100 µL of small acid-washed glass beads were added. Those samples
were subsequently vortexed 5 minutes and incubated 5 min at 65 °C. After the yeast
was completely resuspended and lysed, 200 µL of chloroform was added to the tubes.
Tubes were incubated 2 min at room temperature, vortexed quickly and spun down at
12,000 x g for 5 min. After centrifugation the aqueous phase containing the RNA
(superior phase) was collected and placed in a new siliconized tube. RNA was
precipitated from this phase by adding 1 volume, approximately 600 µL, of cold
isopropanol. Samples were incubated 5 min in the -20 °C freezer and were then spun
down 10 min at 12,000 x g. Supernatants after centrifugation was discarded and the
RNA pellets were washed by adding 500 µL of RNase-free 75% ethanol and spinning 5
min at 7,500 x g. The supernatants were then discarded by pipetting it out carefully, as
to not disturb the RNA pellets. The pellets were left to air-dry in the tubes at 65 °C for 5
min. The pellets were then resuspended in a minimum of 200 µL and up to 1 mL of
RNase-free water, to resuspend the RNA fully.
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Total RNA samples are separated on a denaturing 3.7% Formaldehyde - 1.2% Agarose
gel (SeaKem LE, Lonza). RNA can be visualized by adding a few drops of 0.2 mg/mL
ethidium bromide when casting the gel. The gel can also be stained after running in a
2X SYBR Green II (Lonza) buffer solution (20 mM MOPS-NaOH pH 7.5, 5 mM sodium
acetate, 1 mM EDTA) for 60 min. The large RNA were partially hydrolyzed by applying
50mM NaOH + 10 mM NaCl for 30 min. The NaOh solution was subsequently washed
out with water.
The RNA was subsequently transferred onto a cationized nylon membrane (Zeta-Probe
GT, Bio-Rad) using downward capillary transfer (Fig. 6.1). After rinsing the gel and
membrane in water and then 20X SSC, the gel was laid on the nylon membrane,
making sure that no bubble is left between. The gel and membrane was then stacked,
with the membrane facing down, on two chromatography papers that have been soaked
in 20X SSC, two dry chromatography paper, and a short stack of paper towels, in that
order. The gel was then covered by two other soaked chromatography paper, a two
long strips of paper bridging the stack to reservoirs of 20X SSC sitting on either side of
the setup. Finally, a weight of approximately was applied to glass plate resting over the
entire stack. The gel was left to transfer 90 min.
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Figure 6.1 Setup for downward capillary transfer of RNA molecules on nylon
membrane.

RNA was cross-linked to the membrane for northern blot analysis by UV irradiation at
254 nm with a total exposure of 120 millijoules/cm2 in a UV Stratalinker 2400
(Stratagene). Cross-linked membranes were incubated with hybridization buffer (750
mM NaCl, 75 mM trisodium citrate, 1 % (w/v) SDS, 10% (w/v) dextran sulfate, 25% (v/v)
formamide) at 65 °C for 30 min prior to addition of γ-32P-end-labeled DNA oligo
nucleotide probes.
To generate γ-32P-end-labeled DNA oligo nucleotide probes, 1.5-2 µL of DNA
oligonucleotide was incubated with 4 µL of γ-32P-ATP and 1 µL T4 PNK in 20 µL total
T4 PNK buffer (NEB). The reaction was incubated at 37 °C for 30 min and subsequently
cleaned-up by using the illustra MicroSpin G-25 columns (GE). All probes used in this
study are listed in table 6.4.
Probes were allowed to hybridize at 65 °C for 1 hour and then at 37 °C overnight.
Membranes were washed once with wash buffer 1 (300 mM NaCl, 30 mM trisodium
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citrate, 1% (w/v) SDS) and once with wash buffer 2 (30 mM NaCl, 3 mM trisodium
citrate, 1% (w/v) SDS) for 20 min each at 45 °C. Radioactive signal was detected by
exposure of the washed membranes to a storage phosphor screen which was scanned
with a Typhoon 9400 variable-mode imager (GE Healthcare).

Northern blot of purified particles
The S. cerevisiae SSU processome was purified as described above and RNA was
extracted from the final D-Biotin elution with 1 mL TRIzol (Life Technologies), as
described for total RNA extraction. During the isopropanol precipitation step, 10 mg of
GlycoBlue Coprecipitant (Thermo Fisher) was added.
0.5 µg of isolated SSU processome RNA and 0.4 µg of purified 5’ ETS-18S[1-194nt]
control RNA were separated on a denaturing 1.2% Formaldehyde-Agarose gel
(SeaKem LE, Lonza). After staining the gel in a 2X SYBR Green II (Lonza) buffer
solution (20 mM MOPS-NaOH pH 7.5, 5 mM sodium acetate, 1 mM EDTA) for 60 min,
RNA species were visualized with a Gel Doc EZ Imager (Bio-Rad) (Fig. 3.2) and
subsequently transferred onto a cationized nylon membrane (Zeta-Probe GT, Bio-Rad)
using downward capillary transfer. RNA was cross-linked to the membrane for northern
blot analysis by UV irradiation at 254 nm with a total exposure of 120 millijoules/cm2 in
a UV Stratalinker 2400 (Stratagene). Cross-linked membranes were incubated with
hybridization buffer (750 mM NaCl, 75 mM trisodium citrate, 1 % (w/v) SDS, 10% (w/v)
dextran sulfate, 25% (v/v) formamide) at 65 °C for 30 min prior to addition of γ- 32P-endlabeled DNA oligo nucleotide probes. Probes were prepared as previously. Probes were
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allowed to hybridize at 65 °C for 1 hour and then at 37 °C overnight. Membranes were
washed once with wash buffer 1 (300 mM NaCl, 30 mM trisodium citrate, 1% (w/v)
SDS) and once with wash buffer 2 (30 mM NaCl, 3 mM trisodium citrate, 1% (w/v) SDS)
for 20 min each at 45 °C. Radioactive signal was detected by exposure of the washed
membranes to a storage phosphor screen which was scanned with a Typhoon 9400
variable-mode imager (GE Healthcare).

Table 6.4. Northern blotting probes used in this body of work.
PROBE
SEQUENCE
SOURCE
MS2

ACATGGGTGATCCTCATG

Chapter II/IV

5’ ETS

GGAATGGTACGTTTGATATCGCTGATTTGAGA Chapter II/III

A0-A1

CCCACCTATTCCCTCTTGC

Chapter III

18S

GGCTCCCTCTCCGGAATCGAACCCTT

Chapter III

3’ MINOR

GGAAACCTTGTTACGACTTTTAG

Chapter III

D-A2

TCTTGCCCAGTAAAAGCTCTCATGC

Chapter III

A2-A3

TGTTACCTCTGGGCCCCGATTG

Chapter III

A3-5.8S

CCAGTTACGAAAATTCTTG

Chapter III

U3

TAGATTCAATTTCGGTTTCTC

Chapter III

5S

CTACTCGGTCAGGCTC

Chapter IV

SNR10

GTGTTACGAATGGCTGTTA

Chapter IV

18S TAG

CGAGGATCGAGGCTTT

Chapter IV

25S TAG

TGAAGCTCTCGAGTGTACCT

Chapter IV
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6.7 Electron microscopy
Negative stain electron microscopy
4 µL of pure SSU processome at an absorbance of 0.6 mAU at 260 nm (Nanodrop
2000, Thermo Scientific) was applied on glow-discharged carbon coated grids (EMS,
CF200-Cu). The vaccum pump was applied on the glow discharger 5 min, after which
the grids were glow-discharged 30 s at 50 mA. Grids were subsequently washed three
times with water, twice with 2% (w/v) uranyl acetate and dried. Micrographs were
collected on a Tecnai G2 spirit (FEI Company) operating at a voltage of 120 kV
mounted with an UltraScan 895 CCD camera (Gatan Inc.). From 200 micrographs,
36,000 particles were picked using “swarm” and subjected to 2D classification in
EMAN2. Good classes, containing a total of 11,700 particles, were selected and used to
generate an initial model of the SSU processome using e2initialmodel.py.

Cryo-electron microscopy grid preparation
Grids were prepared from separate SSU processome purifications to collect four
separate datasets (ds1-ds4). First, the sample (in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.7 (20 °C), 150
mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM D-biotin) at an absorbance of 1.2 mAU to 2.4 mAU at 260
nm (Nanodrop 2000, Thermo Scientific) was supplemented with 0.03% Triton-X100
(ds1) or 0.1% Triton-X100 (ds2, ds3, ds4). Subsequently, 3.5 to 4 µL sample was
applied onto glow-discharged grids (30 seconds at 50 mA) and flash frozen in liquid
ethane using a Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI Company) (100% humidity, blot force of 0 and blot
time 2 s). The grids for ds1, ds3 and ds4 were prepared using lacey-carbon grids (TED
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PELLA, Inc, Prod. No. 01824), while Quantifoil R 1.2/1.3 Cu 400 mesh grids (Agar
Scientific) were used for ds2. Both grid types contained an ultra-thin carbon film.

Cryo-EM data collection
10,029 micrographs were collected in four sessions (ds1 - ds4) on a Titan Krios (FEI
Company) operated at 300 kV, mounted with a K2 Summit detector (Gatan, Inc.).
SerialEM (Mastronarde 2005) was used to automatically acquire micrographs with a
defocus range of 0.6 to 2.6 µm at a pixel size of 1.3 Å. Movies with 32 frames were
collected at a dose of 10.5 electrons per pixel per second over an exposure time of 8
seconds resulting in a total dose of 50 electrons per Å2. Data collection parameters can
be found in Table 3.1.

Cryo-EM data processing
All 32 movie frames were gain corrected, aligned and dose weighted using MotionCor2
(Zheng et al. 2017). The first 2 and the last 3 frames were discarded. Other parameters
for MotionCor2 were: 5x5 patches, 2x binning, 10 iterations and a tolerance of 0.5.
CTFFIND 4.1.5 was used for estimating the contrast transfer function (CTF) (Rohou and
Grigorieff 2015).
Manual inspection and the elimination of micrographs with bad CTF fits or drift reduced
the number of micrographs from 10,029 to 8,406. Particles were first picked
automatically using the RELION-2.0 (Kimanius et al. 2016) Autopick feature and then
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subjected to manual curation which yielded a total of 772,120 particles. These particles
were extracted with a box size of 400 pixels (520 Å) for 3D classification. 2D
classification was skipped to retain rare views of the particles. 3D classification was
performed with 5 classes using EMD-8473 (Chaker-Margot et al. 2017), low-pass
filtered to 60 Å, as an input model. This 3D classification produced two good classes,
both combined containing a total of 284,213 particles. Auto-refinement and post
processing in RELION-2.0 yielded a map with an overall resolution of 3.8 Å with large
areas in the center of the particle near 3 Å local resolution (Fig. 3.5). A focused
refinement using a mask encompassing the “core” region further improved the quality of
the map in the best resolved areas of the particle (Supplementary Figs. 2, 3b). By using
a mask encompassing UtpA, the Nop14-Noc4 heterodimer and the 3’ domain, we were
able to obtain continuous density for the RNA and the Enp1 repeat protein and also
improved the density for UtpA significantly (Fig. 3.4, 3.5C).
To improve the peripheral areas near the top of the particle, iterative 3D classification
(first without, later with image alignment) was done using a mask around the head
region, including the Utp20 helical repeat protein. The best class from these
classification steps was used for subsequent 3D refinement without mask. This strategy
yielded a reconstruction at an overall resolution of 4.1 Å, with good density throughout
the particle and an improvement in the head region (Fig. 3.4, 3.5D).
Similarly, iterative focused classifications (with and without image alignment) were used
for the central domain, where one specific conformation was isolated. This conformation
is present in 15% of the particles used to generate overall map 1. Focused 3D
refinement lead to an improvement of the resolution of this domain to 7.2 Å, allowing for
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the docking of crystal structures (Fig. 3.4, 3.5E, 3.10). Local resolution was estimated
using Resmap (Kucukelbir et al. 2014). All computation was performed on a single
Thinkmate SuperWorkstation 7048GR-TR equipped with four NVIDIA QUADRO P6000
video cards, 2 x Twenty-two Core Intel Xeon 2.40 GHz Processors, and 512 GB RAM.
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6.8 Model building and refinement
Protein modeling
SSU processome proteins were initially modeled using available crystal structures as
well as homology models. Homology models were generated using Phyre2 (Kelley et al.
2015). Alternatively, one of the most similar structures identified by HHPRED was
docked into the cryo-EM density map using Chimera (Pettersen et al. 2004).. The
following crystal structures from S. cerevisiae were docked: Snu13 (PDB 2ALE), Rrp9
(PDB 4J0X), the Rcl1/Bms1 complex (PDB 4CLQ), Emg1 (PDB 3OIJ), Enp1 (PDB
5WWO), Utp22 and Rrp7 (PDB 4M5D), Rrp5 (PDB 5WWM), Krr1 (PDB 4QMF) and
parts from the mature 18S rRNA as well as ribosomal proteins (PDB 4V88). Crystal
structures and homology models were fitted into the density in COOT (Emsley and
Cowtan 2004). A list of all used structural templates can be found in Appendix 7.3.
For the initial unassigned RNA, ideal A-form RNA duplex models were initially placed
into the electron density maps, followed by manual adjustments in COOT. The
secondary structure model together with the positions of the 3’ and 5’ hinges provided
sufficient reference points for the complete tracing of the 5’ ETS RNA. The model for U3
snoRNA is based on the coordinates present in PDB code 5JPQ and was manually
adjusted. After all identified protein folds and RNAs were fitted, unaccounted protein
density was filled with ideal helices, strands and linkers in COOT (Emsley and Cowtan
2004). Assignments of these proteins elements was done using experimental crosslinks (Fig. 3.9), secondary structure predictions (Drozdetskiy et al. 2015; Yang et al.
2017) and visible side-chain information.
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Bioinformatic analysis of the 5' ETS RNA to generate secondary structure model
Sequences corresponding to nucleotides 1-700 of the S. cerevisiae 5’ ETS were fused
to the first 30 nucleotides of the 18S rRNA, a 12 nucleotide linker (N12), the first 22
nucleotides of U3 snoRNA, a second 12 nucleotide linker (N12), the U3 snoRNA 5’
hinge, a third 12 nucleotide linker and the U3 snoRNA 3’ hinge. The combined
sequence was analyzed using LocARNA-P (Will et al. 2012).

Structure refinement and validation
The model was refined against overall map 1 (3.8 Å) in PHENIX (Adams et al. 2010)
with phenix.real_space_refine and secondary structure restraints for proteins and
RNAs. The final refined model was resampled and scaled to the final cryo-EM map
using Chimera (Pettersen et al. 2004). Model and maps were masked and model vs.
map FSC curves were calculated using EMAN2 (Tang et al. 2007). To test for
overfitting, atoms of the final model were randomly displaced by 0.5 Å using PHENIX
(Adams et al. 2010) and refined against half-map 2 using the refinement strategy
outlined above. The refined model was resampled, scaled and low-pass filtered to the
nominal resolution of the final map using RELION-2.0 (Kimanius et al. 2016). FSC
curves were calculated as described above with half-map 1 or half-map 2.
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Structural analysis
Structure analysis and figure preparation was performed using PyMOL Molecular
Graphics System, Version 1.8 Schrödinger, LLC and Chimera47. Molecular graphs and
analyses were also performed with UCSF ChimeraX, developed by the Resource for
Biocomputing, Visualization, and Informatics and the University of California, San
Francisco (supported by NIGMS P41-GM103311).
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Chapter VII. Appendix

Figure 7.1 Heat map of protein abundance as a function of transcript length for
SSU processome assembly factors for both replicates.
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Table 7.1. List of proteins identified by mass spectrometry analysis of the yeast
SSU processome sample. Proteins involved in small subunit assembly are in bold and
those assigned in the structure, in red.
Protein

Unique
Peptides

Area

Protein

Unique
Peptides

Area

Protein

Unique
Peptides

Area

RRP5

116

8.163E9

BFR2

29

6.280E9

NOC2

15

4.571E8

UTP20

100

2.601E9

RS4A

28

1.389E10

RS5

14

6.937E9

KRE33

91

1.650E10

SAS10

27

4.370E9

RS6

13

7.497E9

UTP10

70

4.786E9

IMP4

26

9.996E9

RS16

13

4.127E9

UTP22

60

5.502E9

UTP9

25

7.078E9

RS24

13

2.613E9

BMS1

59

6.483E9

KRR1

24

1.006E10

FAF1

12

1.981E9

UTP12

58

6.115E9

RL1D1

24

4.948E9

BUD21

12

1.823E9

UTP4

54

6.856E9

RCL1

22

6.826E9

RL3

12

4.042E8

UTP14

54

6.772E9

UTP18

22

5.470E9

RS14

11

7.429E9

UTP21

53

5.575E9

NOC4

22

1.801E9

RS22

11

3.872E9

RRP12

49

3.118E9

FRBL

21

6.512E9

HAS1

11

2.523E8

PWP2

45

5.991E9

EMG1

21

3.785E9

RS7

10

5.464E9

UTP17

42

8.543E9

RS8A

20

3.121E9

RS17

10

1.487E9

MPP10

39

7.806E9

UTP5

20

2.486E9

RS23

9

3.772E9

UTP13

37

9.317E9

LCP5

20

7.151E8

RRT14

8

3.679E9

ROK1

37

5.420E9

RS9

19

6.310E9

RS13

8

2.281E9

ENP2

36

6.068E9

FCF2

19

3.750E9

FCF1

8

2.122E9

DCA13

35

1.057E10

IMP3

18

5.821E9

RL3

8

1.287E9

UTP7

35

8.780E9

MAK21

18

3.166E8

RL19

8

1.126E9

RRP9

35

7.370E9

UTP11

16

9.813E9

RL7

8

6.282E8

UTP6

35

4.842E9

PNO1

16

7.774E9

RL10

8

5.728E8

ENP1

34

6.013E9

RRP7

16

3.293E9

RL13

8

5.327E8

UTP8

34

5.426E9

RS18

16

2.542E9

RL15

8

2.864E8

NOP56

33

8.045E9

RRP8

16

9.373E8

G3P3

8

2.233E8

UTP15

31

8.553E9

DHR1

16

2.632E8

HSP75

8

5.255E7

NOP58

31

6.283E9

RS11

15

8.466E9

RL20

7

5.852E8

NOP14

30

1.507E10

NOB1

15

2.373E9

SGD1

7

1.179E8
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Protein

Unique
Peptides

Area

Protein

Unique
Peptides

Area

Protein

Unique
Peptides

Area

SNU13

6

3.186E9

H2B1

3

1.290E8

MAK11

2

6.789E6

RS28

6

7.194E8

RL33

3

1.261E8

PYC1

2

2.712E6

RL18

6

4.032E8

RL1

3

1.197E8

NUG1

2

2.057E6

RL14

6

1.621E8

PDC1

3

6.209E7

RRS1

2

1.236E6

NOP4

6

1.254E8

RL26

3

4.727E7

RS1

1

1.498E9

ERB1

6

1.078E8

RL27

3

3.244E7

RL17

1

9.717E8

RL28

6

1.040E8

HSP71

3

3.213E7

RL17

1

9.664E8

PESC

6

5.018E7

RS3

3

1.984E7

RL21

1

6.181E8

PMA1

6

4.616E7

NOP2

3

1.833E7

RL21

1

6.181E8

RS12

5

1.292E9

KPYK1

3

1.777E7

RL34

1

4.999E8

RS15

5

3.777E8

RRP1

3

1.727E7

RL6

1

2.588E8

YRA1

5

1.141E8

RS1A

2

1.777E9

RL4

1

1.846E8

CIC1

5

7.650E7

SMT3

2

1.359E9

ESF2

1

1.663E8

SLX9

5

7.620E7

RS25

2

3.545E8

RL24

1

1.595E8

RL8

5

5.197E7

YD13A

2

2.661E8

ALF

1

1.195E8

TAN1

5

4.040E7

RL42

2

2.069E8

RL29

1

9.317E7

CBF5

5

1.625E7

RL4

2

1.846E8

RLP24

1

6.982E7

RS7

4

4.248E9

RL43

2

1.794E8

NHP2

1

6.810E7

RL35

4

1.083E9

RL6B

2

1.618E8

DBP8

1

6.756E7

RL16

4

5.178E8

RLP7

2

1.592E8

GRP78

1

5.175E7

RS26

4

2.657E8

H3

2

1.195E8

NOP16

1

4.745E7

H2A1

4

1.900E8

BRX1

2

1.063E8

EF1A

1

4.181E7

RL25

4

1.598E8

RS27

2

8.504E7

RM11

1

2.025E7

RL11

4

1.223E8

H4

2

6.228E7

PMG1

1

1.997E7

RS2

4

1.090E8

PGK

2

4.475E7

RL23

1

1.955E7

NOP12

4

3.238E7

LOC1

2

3.008E7

RPF2

1

1.732E7

RS31

3

7.788E8

UTP25

2

2.377E7

RL38

1

1.712E7

RL39

3

6.638E8

DBP9

2

1.952E7

GAR1

1

1.318E7

RL36

3

1.589E8

NOG1

2

1.117E7

RRP15

1

1.061E7

RL16

3

1.533E8

YTM1

2

9.343E6

RPF1

1

9.951E6

MAK16

1

8.799E6
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Table 7.2 Organization of the PDB model of the SSU processome (PDB 5WLC)
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